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. . . will be mostly cloudy, highs in the 
low 40's. Northwest winds are 1 O to 
20 mph. Tuesday night will be partly 
cloudy and colder, lows in the mid-
20's. Partly cloudy Wednesday, highs 
in the upper 30's. 
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ayor hands down bar sanctions 
Tavern raids bring 8 suspensions 
rleston Mayor Murray Choate slapped eight 
owners with suspensions Friday-all falling on 
tends-for allowing minors into their 
blishments. 
ave owners received three-day suspensions,· one 
er received a nine-day suspension and two 
n received both. 
e suspensions came in the wake of guilty pleas 
red by the owners after minors were taken from 
· taverns during a full-scale police raid of the 
onJan. 16. 
oate, who is also the city's liquor com­
ioner, sent letters to the bar owners dated last 
day proclaiming the sanctions. 
reached for comment Monday, and the owner who 
was contacted said he could not make a statement 
regarding the suspensions. One bartender, who 
spoke on the condition of anonymity, said the letters 
were delivered by Charleston police to the bar 
owners Friday. 
All of the three-day suspensions land on Thur­
sdays, Saturdays and Sundays, the three busiest days 
for the bars. The two nine-day suspensions both 
commence on Fridays, running through two con­
secutive weekends. 
None of the suspensions fall on the weekend of 
March 27-29, the dates most Eastern students are 
expected to be gone for spring break. 
$ ff 
......... '· 
oate and all but one bar owner could not be 
If none of the bar owners appeal the mayor's 
decision to the Illinois Liquor Commission, the 
(See MAYOR, page 8) Charleston Mayor Murray Choate 
teacher Deborah LaGrasse welds a set design Monday in a Buzzard 
ing classroom for an upcoming theatre production. 
HE to decide on budget 
Thompson to defend budget hike at meeting 
lliinois Board of Higher 
ion will decide Tuesday 
r to approve Gov. James 
son's recommended $40.8 
budget for Eastern. 
pson is scheduled to speak on 
. 761 billion state-wide higher 
' n budget recommendations at 
meeting, scheduled to begin 
a.m. in the Buckingham Room 
tin Hotel in Chicago. 
mpson's budget is approved 
Illinois General Assembly, it 
an an 8 percent increase in 
for Eastern over last year. 
governor's recommended 
r Eastern is $3 million more 
1986 S37 .8 million allocation, 
.2 million lower than Eastern's 
of $46 million. The IBHE 
d S41.6 million for 
President Stanley Rives said 
would be pleased to get the 
iafunding. 
fortunate to get the 8 
Rives said. "This is -a good 
tion in a tight year." He 
ases in state funding this 
I to education. 
The IBHE has also recommened 
$35,000 for an increase in its water 
rates, which University Relations 
Director Daniel Thornburgh described 
as "not nearly enough." 
Housing Director Lou Henken said 
Eastern's budget for water would have 
to increase by $179,000 to pay the new 
rate. 
The Charleston City Council ap­
proved a plan in February to raise 
Eastern's water rate by 46.5 percent in 
1986 and by 29 percent in 1987. 
The ordinance raised Eastern's rates 
to $4 per 1,000 gallons on March 1. 
The rate increases again to $5.16 on 
July 1, 1987. The old rate was $2. 75 
per 1,000 gallons. 
The new rate is a compromise with 
Eastern administrators who said the 
originally proposed rate was not in­
cluded in Eastern's budget and would 
create a hardship to the univesity. 
Although the IBHE recom­
mendation from Thompson's budget 
will go to the General Assembly, Rives 
said he doesn't expect the Assembly to 
act on the recommendations until June 
30. 
The IBHE recommendations for 
two capital improvement projects at 
(See IBHE, page 8) · 
Westheimer dispels 
'sexual myths' at talk 
By MICHELLE MUELLER 
Activities editor 
Before she even appeared. on stage, 
the record crowd was clapping for Dr. 
Ruth Westheimer Monday night. 
The applause grew louder when 
Westheimer, only four-feet-seven 
inches high, disappeared briefly 
behind the podium before stepping 
onto a platform. 
She opened her talk saying that "not 
for one moment do I think that sex is 
everything in a relationship." For 
some, she said, the right time for sex is 
"the night of their wedding ceremony. 
"Don't let anyone pressure you," 
Westheimer said. 
She said sex education is need,ed to 
help dispel harmful sexual myths: 
"The more we educate, the less need 
there is for sex therapists." 
One myth she cited was the belief 
that women could not enjoy sex. 
Formerly, women were told, '"There's 
nothing in it for you-just survive it.' 
"It behooves us to bury some of the 
myths," such as the false notion that 
masturbation causes insanity, poor 
' -
The more we educate, 
the less need there is for sex 
therapists . 
-Dr. Ruth Westheimer 
Sex therapist 
��������'' 
vision or hair growth on the hands. 
At a lecture at the Harvard 
University law school last week she 
said while discussing masturbation, "I 
did see some of those lawyers looking 
at their hands.'' 
She dispelled a host of myths on 
contraception. Girls have come to her 
saying they didn't know how they 
could possibly have become pregnant, 
believing, "the first time doesn't 
count," or saying, "'Dr. Westheimer, I 
swear to you-he said he has 
tremendous control."' 
She said no matter bow much 
control the male has, withdrawal is an 
unreliable method of contraception 
Dr. Ruth Westheimer 
because pre-ejaculatory fluid contains 
thousands of sperm. 
"How many does it take to get her 
pregnant? One fast one." 
She suggests using condoms and 
diaphragms for contraception, 
although she said men often protest, 
"'A condom? That's like taking a 
shower with a raincoat on.' 
"I'm not saying it's the same. I'm' 
saying it's better than an unwanted 
pregnancy." 
She said today's condoms come in 
all colors and "can be matched to a 
woman's pocketbook." 
At one point someone threw an 
inflated condom into the audience. 
"That's the first time ever," 
Westheimer said. 
In talking about the diaphragm, she 
recommended that it be inserted by 
the man as a part of forepla:;•. "Now, 
you can't do it against her 
wishes-that's not going to work." 
W estheimer said she thinks abortion 
should remain legal for contraceptive 
failure, but made it clear that people 
should be responsible about birth 
control and should not rely on 
abortion alone. 
During the question-and-answer 
period, a girl asked, "Is there really a 
'G-spot,' or what's the deal?" 
"I love that question," Westbeimer 
said. "I am not saying there is no such 
thing," but she said there has been 
little evidence to support the 'G-spot's' 
/ (See TALK, page 9) 
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i\ssociated Press 
State/Nation/World 
Astronauts want flights resumed 
Aquino refused Marcos' request 
of stayi'ng several days in Manila 
SPACE CENTER, Houston-Members of the nation's 
astronaut corps, speaking for the first time publicly about 
the Challenger disaster, say they are looking forward to 
getting answers on what caused the shuttle explosion and 
then resume the flights. 
NASA needs "to have an opportunity to find out what the 
cause of the accident was, any potential problems and how 
they can be fixed, implement them and go fly again," 
astronaut Joe Engle said today in an interview. 
The space agency was allowing Engle, Charles Gordon 
Fullerton, Vance Brand and Hank Hartsfield to be in­
terviewed at Johnson Space Center. 
Premier talks on economic needs 
MANILA, Philippines (AP)-President 
Corazon Aquino said Monday she refused a 
request by Ferdinand E. Marcos that he be 
allowed to spend several days in his home 
province before fleeing the country in the face 
of a military rebellion. 
Aquino, who was sworn in as president by the 
rebels hours before Marcos left his luxurious 
palace last Tuesday, said U.S. Ambassador 
Stephen Bosworth relayed Marcos' request. 
"I asked the ambassador if this was because 
Marcos thought his end was near, that he would 
like to see his last days in Ilocos Norte 
(province)," Aquino told The Associated Press 
in an interview. 
"When I was told this wasn't really critical yet, 
I said as soon as he has gotten his rest (at the 
nearby U.S. Clark Air Base), he has to leave." 
Mar"os, who is said to suffer from 
degenerative disease, was flown in a U.S. pl 
the next day to Guam and from there to Ha 
Aquino said neither Marcos nor members 
his family would be allowed back to 
Philippines until "we have stabilized 
situation, and not until we are convinced 
emotions have indeed died down." 
The new president was interviewed at 
small desk in a temporary office in a buil · 
owned by her family. Behind her hung a paint' 
of her husband, Benigno Aquino Jr., who 
assassinated in 1983 after returning from t 
years' self-exile in the United States. 
Aquino, 53, wore a plain yellow dress 
yellow-framed glasses. Yellow was the color 
her campaign for the Feburary 7 presiden 
election. 
MOSCOW-Premier Nikolai I. Ryzhkov Monday told 
Soviet Communists that ministerial errors and an "un­
willingness to look ahead" had caused a lag in the 
development and application of techonology, even in fields· 
pioneered by Soviet reseachers. 
Ryzhkov, who named premier five months ago, opened 
the second week of the 27th Soviet Communist Party 
Congress with a speech on the new economic plan that 
vows to make the Soviet Union the world leader in 
production and labor productivity within 15 years. 
Reagan pushes for contra money 
Unemployment drops in 31 states 
WASHINGTON-Average annual unemployment rates 
dropped in 31 states in 1985, leaving only three states with 
the percentage of jobless workers in double digits for the 
year, the government reported Monday. 
New England continued to enjoy the lowest unem­
ployment rate of the region of the country, slipping from 
4.9 percent in 1984 to 4.4 percent last year,, the Labor 
Department's Bureau of Labor Statistics said. 
Of the 18 states showing increases in the average annual 
unemployment rate from 1984 to 1985, some of the biggest 
jumps were recorded by those associated with farming and 
energy production. 
WASHINGTON (AP)-President Reagan 
called on Congress Monday to support $100 
million in assistance to anti-communist rebels in 
Nicaragua, saying those who resist will be held 
"fully accountable by history." 
Reagan said that if the Sandinista government 
achieves final victory, it would "open up the 
possibility of Soviet military bases on America's 
doorstep, threaten the security of the Panama 
Canal and inaugurate a vast migration march to 
the United States by hundreds of thousands of 
refugees." 
The president issued his statement in the 
Cabinet Room as he was flanked by the top 
leadership of the resistance forces, known as the 
Contras, and by more that two dozen U.S. 
business supporters of the rebel cause. 
Reagan spoke a few hours after Secretary 
State George P. Shultz outlined the stakes 
Nicaragua in similar terms during a speech 
the Veterans of Foreign Wars. 
If the United States fails to back the Contr 
"our worry will then be a Soviet and Cuban b 
on the mainland of Latin America, a regi 
whose consolidated power will allow it to spre 
subversion and terrorism throughout t 
hemisphere," Shultz said. 
Reagan said that if Congress rejects 
request fot $70 million in direct milita 
assistance and $30 million in non-let 
humanitarian aid, it would mean "consolidati 
of a privileged sanctuary for terrorists a 
subversives just two days' driving time fro 
Harlingen, Texas." 
West Virginia continued to have the highest unem­
ployment rate in the nation, 13 percent last year, down 
from 15 percent in 1984. 
Burial held for Palestinian mayor 
Lawmakers want insurance action 
WASHINGTON-Several members of Congress, in­
cluding two from Illinois, Monday urged state governments 
to ease a medical malpractice insurance problem by 
limiting lawsuit awards and cracking down on incompetent 
doctors. 
But while 10 lawmakers were warning that a failure to 
take such action could invite unwanted federal in­
tervention, a report commissioned by Congress said there is 
no consensus on what should be done. 
The General Accounting Office, the investigative arm of 
Congress, said its survey of 37 national organizations 
representing medical, legal, insurance industry and con­
sumer interests turned up no agreement on how to deal 
with skyrocketing insurance rates. 
_The Daily 
NABLUS, Occupied West Bank (AP)-About 
50,000 Palestinian men, many weeping and 
others chanting slogans, carried the body of 
their assassinated mayor through this city 
Monday and buried it in the courtyard of a 
mosque. 
The funeral was peaceful, but a Palestinian 
refugee was shot dead by Israeli soliders earlier 
in the day during a demonstration against the 
slaying of Mayor Zafer al-Masri. 
The funeral procession lasted nearly two 
hours and was led by Palestinians beating drums 
and carrying the Palestinian flag, which is 
banned on the Israeli-occupied West Bank. 
Al-Masri, 44, a moderate Palestinian ap­
pointed three months ago to lead the West 
• 
• 
Bank's largest city, was gunned down 
outside his office. Two pro-Syrian Palestini 
groups have claimed responsibility. 
His murder appeared to have set back Israel 
plans to increase Palestinian control over lo 
affairs in the territory captured by Israel in t 
1967 Mideast war. 
Foreign dignitaries, including U.S. Cons 
General Morris Draper, attended the funer 
Local Palestinians said it was the large 
gathering ever in this city of 80,000 about 
miles south of Jerusalem. 
Israeli military sources said 
shooting occurred when a 57-year-o 
Palestinian man attacked an Israeli 
trying to break up a demonstration. 
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Carman Hall experiences extensive damage 
By LARRY PETERSON 
Staff writer 
Extensive building damage was done to Carman 
Hall in the south tower (males) on Friday and 
Saturday. 
Rob Michael, Carman Hall assistant counselor, 
said the damage occurred on the third floor and 
included broken windows, a smashed wall and a sink 
tom away from a bathroom wall. 
No damage total was available but som:e in­
dividuals have already admitted to causing damages 
to the windows and the broken sink, Housing 
Director Lou Hencken said Monday. 
"It was just one of those weekends, I guess," 
Michael said. He added that if individuals confess to 
damages, no judicial action will be taken against 
them. 
The sink was tom from the wall when a resident 
sat on it Friday night. 
"I was sitting on the sink when it fell off the wall," 
said freshman John Andree, a Carman Hall resident. 
Andree reported the incident to a hall counselor and 
said he has "to pay around $70.00 to fix it." 
A window of Room 364 in Carman was broken 
"th a rock Saturday night. , 
'Tm mad that we're going to have to pay for 
to 363 Carman, but they aren't willing to tell the hall 
counselor. ' 
"I think it sucks. Our floor damage is around 
$1,500. We shouldn't have to pay for it. Certain 
people know who did it, they should speak up so we 
don't have to pay it," sophomore Carman resident 
Mike Lindgren said. 
He added that the vandals might have been caught 
if Carman Hall RAs had responded to a complaint 
called in to the front desk when the vandalism was in 
progress. 
"Someone called the RAs to complain when it was 
happening, but they didn't believe it. They didn't 
come up until after someone called a second time, 
10 minutes later. They might have caught them if 
they would have come up right away," Lingren said. 
The wall was already cracked when "a bunch of 
people decided to break it down using their 
shoulders as battering rams," Lindgren said, 
The resident whose wall was smashed indicated 
' that it was broken but has been getting worse. 
"My wall has been getting worse every weekend. 
Each time I come back it's worse and worse," said 
freshman Brian West, als9 a Carman resident. 
Another third floor resident indicated that some 
people know who broke the wall, but aren't telling 
who is responsible. 
s / 
•· 
LARRY PETERSON I Staff photographer this-I wasn't even here this weekend," said 
sophomore Glen VandenHooten who lives in the 
m. 
Several third floor residents indicated that some 
dividuals know· who smashed through a wall next 
" Some people know who did it, but they don't 
want to be narcs about it. They wanted to write a 
letter to the counselor, but no one wants to sign it," 
said freshman Darrin Bollinger. 
This wall at 363 Carman Hall was smashed over 
the weekend_ during a spree in which an un­
determined amount of damage was done. The outer 
wall was boarded up until repairs can be done. 
Today was the first day of pre-enrollment for summer session and fall 
ester. These students looked to get an edge on scheduling by picking 
their registration forms early. 
uncil interviews candidates 
vacant city engineer position 
leston's City Council in­
wed four applicants at a special 
Monday and commissioners 
cted to-name one the new city 
r at their regular meeting 
y. 
engineer position has been 
iince last November when E.O. 
Reed resigned over a salary 
after eight years at the helm of 
n's public works operations. 
Reed resigned, Charleston 
Murray Choate said the city 
look for a replacement in the 
range. Reed was being paid 
more than $40,000 a year when he left. 
Since that time, Assistant City 
Engineer Dan England has been filling 
in for Reed, but England said he was 
not applying for the job because he 
believed he was not quite qualified. 
During Reed's absence, though, 
England grappled with the collapse of 
Lake Charleston's dam and helped to 
avert a subsequent channel from 
ripping through an · upstream dike 
holding the city's water supply. 
Council Executive Assistant Chris 
Bezruki refused to release the names 
of the engineer candidates and said the 
successful interviewee's name would 
be kept under raps until Tue�y. 
Water rate hike creeps in, 
student bills to see pinch 
By STEVE SMITH 
Staff writer 
The effect of the recently passed 
water rate increases in Charleston will 
soon hit Eastern students. 
Ac.cording to the ordinance passed 
by t�e Charleston City Council, as of 
Saturday Eastem's on-campus water 
rates went up 78 percent. However, 
this increase does not affect students 
who live off campus. 
Students who live off campus will 
have to pay the city rate, which was 
increased to $5.35 per 1,000 gallons of 
water, a 42 percent increase. City 
residents previously paid $3.75 per 
1,000 gallons of water. 
This is $1.35 more than students 
living on campus. 
According to Vice President Verna 
Armstrong, the change in the rates 
will be included in next year's 
residence hall housing bills. 
Housing Director Lou Hencken 
said, "We went up $32 (in housing.) 
Half of this was caused by the water 
increase." 
Hencken said the increase in water 
will force Eastern's water costs to 
increase by $179,000. 
Sophomore William Talbert, 2219 
S. Ninth St., said, "When a student 
moves off campus he renders himself 
part of the community, this is one of 
the things they must accept." 
The increase in water rates comes 
on the heels of an Environmental 
Protection Agency law requiring 
adequate waste water treatment 
facilities, which Charleston currently 
does not have. 
A Build Illinois project, approved 
by Gov. James Thompson, is giving 
Charleston $6.2 million for the sewer 
project. But the city must come up 
with another initial $4 million 'to cover 
the cost of the project. 
This translates into a 42 percent 
increase for Charleston residents and a 
78 percent increase in water rates Ior 
Eastem's on-campus residents. Even 
so, Eastem's rates will be lower than 
those off-campus. 
Sophomore Patty Dwyer said, 'Tm 
upset (about the increase for off 
campus students). They should give 
'' 
When a student moves 
off campus . he renders 
himseU part of the com­
munity, this is one of the 
things they must ·accept • • •  
Moving off campus is like 
moving out from under this 
protective umbrella. 
-William Talbert 
Eastern sophomore 
-------'' 
students living off campus a tuition 
discount." 
Hencken, who has a family of four, 
predicted his own water bill to_ in­
crease by $15 a month. 
Senior Keith King said, "It's not fair 
(that off-campus students-have to pay 
more)." 
King also said Eastern puts enough 
money into the community, and 
shouldn't have to pay more of an 
increase for water than Charleston 
residents. 
King also believes the university 
should give off-campus students a cut 
in their tuition be(fause of the in­
creases. 
The current increase had not been 
included in the upcoming fiscal 
budget. Henken said he was grateful, 
however, that the housing dei:artment 
had been notified in advance. 
"This will be a $16 to $18 increase in 
the student rates," Henken said. 
Talbert said, "There are drawbacks 
to living on campus, as well as living 
off campus. Moving off campus is like 
moving out from under this protective 
umbrella." 
One of the drawbacks that students 
living in residence halls next year will · 
experience will be an increase in the 
cost to do a load of laundry. 
"It takes 32 to 34 gallons of water to 
run the washer," Henken said. "It will 
cost 10 cents more to do a load of 
laundry." 
I 
I 
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Opinion 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion 
of the editorial board 
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Thompson's 
spending plan 
inconsistent 
To say Gov. James Thompson's record 
$1 . 76 billion spending plan for higher 
education isn't politically motivated is 
probably naive. 
The long-held belief here is that education 
is the best investment the state can make. 
However, too often education has stood on 
• t h e  c h o p p i n g  Editorial block-especially un­
der Thompson. 
Though not the 14.5 percent increase 
sought by the I l l inois Board of Higher 
Education , Thompson's plan offers ari 
acceptable 9.5 percent hike in spending. In 
some circles, the 9. 5 percent is enough to 
make praise the order of the day.  
Also included in the Thompson budget are 
plans for a 6.5 percent pay increase for 
. state university faculty and an extra $ 2 50 in 
state scholarships for top students. Tuition 
is based on the IBHE's call for a 6 percent 
increase, which equals FY 1 986 levels. 
"Without a significant increase in 
education reform and funding, Illinois could 
not hope to keep up, let alone take the 
lead ,"  Thompson said . " I intend that we do 
more than keep up, I intend that we take the 
lead." 
"Taking the lead" appears to be l ittle more 
than rhetoric. A report issued in December 
by Comptroller Roland Burris shows that we 
haven't been keeping up. The state spends 
on higher education at a rate 68 percent 
higher than in 1976, but the consumer 
price index is up by 97 percent. 
Further, as Burris pointed out during a 
visit here last month, the two fastest 
growing budgets in Illinois are Child and 
Family Services and Corrections-not 
education. 
Under these circumstances, Thompson is 
put under a much different l ight .  The only 
time to "take the lead," apparently , is when 
his record will be scrutinized. 
Thompson faces a tough political fight 
ahead in his campaign for re-election. The 
governor's main motive with his spending 
plan, "to take the lead ,"  is tough to 
stomach. He appears more worried about 
"losing the lead" to whomever his opponent 
is. 
,SKIPP£f!,.. 1 �. J./owUJ._/ CD/tlf£-� ��K- W£R&�\�f 
Your turn 
'Dorm' sign makes for 
disheartened resident 
Editor: 
Last week I headed over to the Cashier's Office 
to pay my graduation fee, when a particular sign 
caught my eye. It read "Dorm Housing Cashier." 
After three years of living in what I thought was a 
residence hall, I was disheartened to find that I 
have been simply existing in a dorm. I have heard 
since day one, "a dorm is a place where you eat 
and sleep, but a residence hall provides an at­
moshpere for learning as well as growing." 
Until this overlooked sign is taken care of, please 
stop correcting residents when they use the word 
"dorm." 
Susan Atchison 
Individuals thanked for 
preparing Embery's visit 
Editor: 
We of the Woman's Studies Council were 
delighted with the attention you have drawn to the 
appointment of Joan Embery, animal trainer of the 
San Diego Zoo, as Distinguished Visiting Faculty 
for the summer 1986 program at Eastern. 
We are also pleased with the Eastern Board of 
Governor's program; in expediting Embery's 
enrollment for an Eastern degree. 
Unsung heroines, however, in securing this 
appointment have been Lynda Kayser and Frances 
Squires of the WSC nominations committee who 
both spent many hours preparing the proposal of 
invitation, lobbying various university administrators 
and committees and securing the enthusiastfc 
cooperation of those at the San Diego Zoo. 
Designing a proposal which appeals to so many 
diverse elements and will benefit our university and 
our community in so many immeasurable ways 
deserves our appreciation and that of the entire 
community. Thank you from all of us. 
Genie Lenihan 
Secretary 
Woman's Studies Council 
Correction 
Due to an editing error, English instructor J.Z. 
Guzlowski's name was spelled incorrectly in a letter 
to the editor that appeared in Monday's Daily Eastern 
News. The News regrets the error. 
Unexciting weekend creates blahs 
There's nothing lousier than a lousy weekend. 
Lousy weekdays aren't all that great, but no one 
really expects to have great time during the school 
week. It just wouldn't be appropriate. 
But weekends are supposed to be a time to break 
away from pressures, to have fun, to frolic. Un­
fortunately this is not always the case. Too often 
homework and silly commitments get in the way of 
festive two-day breaks. 
Two �eekends ago was the epitomy of lousy 
weekends for me. 
Let's start at the beginning. April 23, a friend of my 
roommate was to receive her nurses' cap. It was an 
important event tor her, but not so important for 
those of us who don't even know what one has 
accomplished to earn this honor. 
But being the loyal friends we are, we decided to 
attend the ceremony. Our original plan was to simply 
go to the capping on Sunday, visit tor a couple of 
hours and then take 'off. Little did we know that our 
comrade would decide this visit was to last the entire 
weekend. 
The Friday evening before the ceremony, our 
friend called to see if we could make it to Springfield, 
her hometown and the town where she attends 
nursing school, by Saturday night. When I told it 
would be impossible due to excessive quantities of 
homework I originally planned to do, I thought she 
would burst into tears . Guilt set in. 
Needless to say, Saturday afternoon my roomie 
and I f-0und ourselves traveling down country roads 
to the twangy sounds of country music in search of 
our state capitol. 
Saturday night was dull . Our friend had decided to 
fix me up with the biggest geek this side of Mars. We 
.. 
What's the point? 
Diane Schneidman 
said five words to each other' and even that w
as too 
much. 
After visiting a couple of taverns, we were given 
the most unscenic tour of Springfield known to man. 
But hang onto your seats kids because the fun 
didn't stop there. The next morning we awoke to find 
a blizzard outside. After a few hours, it became 
evident that there was no way we could travel back 
to Charleston. We would have to leave the next 
morning. 
Hysteria entered, and entered at the most inap­
propriate time. During the capping, which took place 
in a church, this no-talent girl sang this very long and 
very religious song. Everytime she started another 
verse my roommate and I bursted into uncontrollable 
laughter. We figured it was just our way of dealing 
with a terrible situation. 
After that, the rest of the day and night dragged. 
Eventually, at 6:30 a . m .  we found ourselves back 
on the road to Charleston. Amen. 
Of course, the weekend could have been a lot 
worse. We could have been taken hostage by 
terrorists. Wait, now that I think about it, that might 
have been better .  At least it would have been ex-
cWng . . 
-Diane Schneidman is a regular columnist for The 
Daily Eastern News . 
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And to your left ... 
Prospective Eastern students give the 
university a once over Monday afternoon under 
cloudy skies. The admissions office sponsors the 
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tours for transfer and high-school students on a 
regular basis. 
Student senators back from Texas, 
say ideas will streamline systems 
By AMY CARR 
Staff writer 
Five student senators and one adviser attended a 
national student government conference in Texas 
last week in an effort to benefit Eastern's student 
government. 
This was the first time Eastern's student govern­
ment has ever been represented at a national 
conference, Senate Speaker Joe O'Mera said. 
Students from across the country were invited to 
attend the Conference on Student Government 
Associations held at the Texas A & M University 
Feb. 22-25. 
The senate paid for the conference trip through 
student activity fee allocations to the senate. Air 
fare was $98 per student with conference dues of $80 
per student, O'Mera said. 
Senators learned that they can avoid a lot of red 
tape when it comes to asking the administration to 
help the students, he said. 
In the past, various committees have been 
assigned to certain student government areas. These 
committees talk to the administration in order to get 
ings accomplished for the students, O'Mera said. 
This has often led to problems. "People say they'll 
k into it, but student government ideas always 
em to be last on the Ilst of things to do," senator 
baron Datlovsky said. 
The new method would only require that either a 
nator or a committee draw up a bill stating what 
ey want accomplished, and present it to the senate 
and the person or group the bill involves, O'Mera 
said. 
· 
The bill would serve as a record that the senate 
did come to the group asking for something to be 
done, Datlovsky said. 
If no action .is taken after the bill is presented, the 
senate will check back with them weekly until 
something is done, O'Mera said. 
The committees will still be required to do the 
research on the bills. They will be given a week after 
the bill is presented to the senate to research the 
issue, and will then be asked to inform senators what 
they have found out, O'Mera said. 
This method will give senators support when they 
are going up against the administration. "They won't 
feel like they are facing all the red tape in the 
world," O'Mera said. 
However, the new method may make the 
speaker's job harder because he will have to 
coordinate the resolutions and the meetings will get 
longer, O'Mera said. 
But, he added, "It will get more done for the 
students. That's the bottom line. That's why we went 
to the conference." 
The senators also attended a "round table 
·discussion" every day of the conference, Board Of 
Governors Representative Mike Ashack said. 
During this time, 12 to 15 people from different 
schools discussed topics such as student apathy, 
ways to improve student government and bylaws, 
O'Mera said. 
'5 
!Senate votes on 
' 
.·tuition payment 
plan for spri ng 
By TERI BROWN 
Staff writer 
The fate of a proposed tuition installment plan 
will be discussed at the Faculty Senate's Tuesday 
meeting. 
"It looks like there will be a plan in the future," 
senate· chairman Jayne Ozier said. "Vice President 
(of administration and finance) Verna Armstrong 
has been working hard on this." 
In September, the faculty and student senates 
presented the plan to Armstrong which would allow 
students to pay a portion of their spring tuition 
before leaving for Christmas break and the 
remaining amount after returning. The plan would 
have no effect on fall tuition. 
Because it is more diffieult . to make enough 
money to pay tuition December than i·t is during the 
summer, many students are unable pay to pre­
register, a recent survey suggested. 
Forty percent of 200 students surveyed did not 
pre-register because they did not have the money, 
according to a survey conducted during central 
registration for spring semester by Dick Goodrick, 
chairman of the tuition installment plan committee. 
He said the results of the survey are the first hard 
statistics the committee had received. Goodrick will 
report further findings at Tuesday's meeting at .2 
p.m. in the Union addition Martinsville Room. 
In other business the senate will also hear from the 
secretarial assistance committee. Currently, there is 
no secretarial pool or any back-up secretaries during 
a secretary's sick leave or after a resignation. 
Senate members have complained about having to 
do instructional typing themselves or having to pay 
for typing following secretarial resignations or 
during illnesses. 
In other business, Ozier said she will submit a 
report from Eastern President Stanley Rives con­
cerning the realignment of the Radio/TV Center. 
Beginning July 1, the center will report to the vice 
president of academic affairs instead of university 
relations. According to Ozier, the senate was 
concerned with who would be funding the center 
along with who would be managing it. 
Supreme Court set to review 
Reagan's use of pocket veto 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Supreme Court 
Monday agreed to referee a major confrontation 
between President Reagan and Congress over the 
use of the so-called pocket veto. . 
The court said it will review a ruling that Reagan 
illegally used a pocket veto in 1983 to kill a bill 
linking military aid to El Salvador with human rights 
progress by that country. 
The court's action sets the stage for a decision, 
probably sometime in 1987, on far-reaching 
questions of presidential and congressional powers. 
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Meeting to inform 
on English careers 
Careers in English, as well as · 
the philosophy of English, will be 
discussed at an informational 
meeting being held by the English 1 
department. 
English instructor John Kilgore ; 
said the meeting, which is at 2 
p.m. Tuesday in 303 · Coleman 
Hall, is for current and potential 
English majors and minors. The 
English Club will also be 
discussed. 
In �ddition, Kilgore said 
choosing fall classes and teaching 
English will be discussed. 
, Kilgore said a reception will 
. follow the meeting to discuss 
ideas presented and to ask 
questions. 
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Workshop goes after assertive tra i n i ng 
By KEVIN CASEY 
Staff writer 
Leaming to say no and standing up 
for yourself will be the focus of a 
three-part assertiveness workshop that 
begins Tuesday. 
Discussion topics will include whys 
and ways to be assertive, unassertive 
or aggressive in . different situations, 
said Eleanor McCabe of Eastem's 
Counseling Center. 
McCabe said Monday, "Some 
people are non-assertive in one 
situation and assertive in another 
situation." 
People who always find themselves 
saying yes but are later angry with 
themselves are people who will benefit 
most from the workshop, McCabe 
said. 
The · workshop will help people 
establish effective assertive com­
munication skills without sacrificing 
concern for others, McCabe said. 
Graduate assistants Ada Dolz and 
Richard Beans will assist McCabe 
throughout the workshop. 
The workshop� is held every 
semester, McCabe said. However, the 
workshop is only open .to the first 20 
people who attend. 
Interested students are encouraged 
to attend the first workshop or will 
find themselves having trouble un­
derstanding the following workshops, 
McCabe said. 
The workshop will be from 4 to 6 
p.m. on Tuesdays, March 4, 11 and 1 8  
in the Union addition Kansas Room. 
Supreme Court turns aways ousted anchorwoman 
W A S H I N G  T O N  ( A P ) - T h e  former employer over alleged sex bias. deferential enough to men." 
Supreme Court on Monday let stand, 
with one dissenting vote, a federal 
appeals court ruling that wiped out the 
legal victory of Christine Craft, the 
television newscaster who sued her 
Craft, 44, sued station KMBC-TV in 
Kansas City in 1983, charging that she 
was demoted from her job as a news 
anchorwoman after being told she was 
"too old, too unattractive and not 
A federal jury in Kansas City 
awarded Craft $500,000 against her ex­
employer, Metromedia Inc., in 1983. 
But a federal judge threw out the 
verdict and ordered a new trial. 
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Coal it ion provides help for battered women 
By DONELLE PARDEE 
Staff writer 
Now in its sixth year, the Charleston branch of the 
oalition Against Domestic Violence is helping 
ttered women with a crisis hotline and emergency 
using in addition to battling its own financial 
oes. 
City and township governments and the United 
ay all fund the coalition-reaching out across 
ven area counties-but the state's contribution of 
,000 to the $60,000 overall budget is now in peril. 
As of June 30, the coalition will no longer have 
ured its state funding and Jana Raymond, who 
cts the coalition's hotline, said, "We'll be 
mbling to keep our doors open." 
The Illinois Supreme Court recently decided that 
tax on marriage licenses-used to fund such 
ganizations as the coalition-was un­
titutional. 
Consequently, the coalition will lose all of its state 
· g from the license revenues. 
While Raymond said, "I don't think we're at the 
' t of shutting our doors," she added that the 
'tion will be cutting back on transportation, on 
· g some other counties and, in general, 
iling on everything. 
e'll do almost anything to keep our doors 
," she said. For example, Raymond said the 
"tion will be looking for other grants through the 
and will begin lobbying legislators. 
ut Raymond stressed that "closing the doors is 
the case-we will anything to continue serving 
area." 
the meantime, the coalition has been sue­
. g in keeping its staff sizable and well-trained. 
ymond said the crisis hotline runs "24 hours, 
days a year and is staffed by volunteers." 
criteria for volunteers include being good 
ers and training on the broad subject of 
ic violence, Raymond said. "If the volunteer 
· agrees to this, (that person) must work 1 2  hours per 
month. 
"We provide our own domestic violence training 
which is training on myths, cultural factors, why 
victims stay, intergenerational factors and how to 
handle a crisis situation," she said. 
Besides Raymond, there is one other full-time 
worker, three part-time advocates, a night manager 
and a "sub-night" manager wh" works when the 
night manager has the night off. 
Fifty volunteers complement the staff's size. "All 
names other than than mine are kept confidential, " 
Raymond said. "The addre�ses are unlisted as well as 
phone numbers. 
"This is done because we have been threatened by 
the abusers." 
Raymond said 19 · of 4 1  hotline workers are 
Eastern students. with a few interns from six 
departments at Eastern. Raymond said there are 
also a few instructors on the coalition's board of 
directors. 
The coalition provides emergency housing, 
transportion, active crisis intervention, advocacy, 
acting on the behalf of someone, legal advocacy and . 
counsel. 
The coalition is either the first or second contact 
after abuse has taken place depending on whether 
police are contacted prior to the coalition's contact, 
Raymond said. 
Although the members of the coalition have been 
threatened, the abused women served by the 
coalition are kept safe in secrecy, and Raymond said 
police regularly patrol the shelter area. 
If there are any attempts to harass the women, she 
said the offender is arrested. "We have extensive 
security," she added. 
The temporary shelter provided by the coalition is 
just that-temporary. Coalition workers often help 
clients resettl�, but sometimes the women they serve 
return to their husbands. 
. The reasons they often go back to such bad 
: situations, she said, usually involve having no 
money, no place to go or no job. In addition, she 
said a victim sometimes believes she can't leave 
because children are involved or because her 
friends, relatives or surrounding community "ignore 
or don't see the woman's pain." 
Marriage vows and religous beliefs, Ramond said, 
also can play havoc in keeping women from leaving 
their abusive spouses. 
"Some women grew up with it and believe that's 
all there is. Some feel responsible (for the 
relationship), are victimized or feel they still love the 
abuser." · 
Raymond added that many times it is more than 
one reason. "It is very complex-family dynamics 
become involved. There are a lot of nuances." 
But when children are involved, she said the 
coalition is not. "We deal with battered women only. 
"Child abuse is handled by the Department of 
Children and Family Services." 
However, if a battered woman has a child with her 
when she contacts the coalition, then they will help. 
Otherwise, Raymond said, the DCFS is contacted. 
The women the coalition works with range from 
1 8  on up to an 83-year-old the service assisted. 
Many women are under the impression that if they 
marry the abuser the abuse will stop, Raymond said. 
"They don't realize there is a cycle of violence. 
"There is tension building-the acute battering 
stage and then reconciliation-which usually hooks 
the .victim back in ." Raymond said as such a cycle 
repeats, it usually gets more and more violent. 
Alcholism is a factor in abuse but is not the cause, 
she said, adding: that other factors are extreme 
jealousy and growing up with abuse. 
"When a person grows up with abuse, violence is 
learned. That person will then usually grow up an 
abuser or a victim." 
omen ' s  Studies Council 
esents PMS workshop 
PARTY & DANCE to LIVE D.J. at TED's 
izing and dealing with 
nstrual syndrome, known as 
will be presented in a workshop 
"Exploring PMS" at 7 p . i:n .  
y a t  Wesley Foundation, 2202 
St. 
workshop, sponsored by the 
's Studies Council and the 
· g Center, is part of Women's 
and Awareness Month. 
'e Rawlins, a registered 
ogist and educational 
and guidance instructor, 
T. LaVeck, obstetrician and 
' t at Link Clinic will present 
· logical and biochemical" 
the syndrome. 
Zopf, PMS clinic coordinator 
Obstetrics and Gynecology 
t at Christie Clinic in 
, will focus on treatment, 
' it is "a complex syn­
that app ears around 
about two weeks before the 
N\lWOGNY� 
vHIGAGO 
JAZZ • BAND 
menstrual period is due and can last 
one or two days into the period. 
She said 150 symptoms have been 
cited by various researchers. 
Symptoms can include irritability, 
fatigue, bloating, depression and 
cravings for chocolate or salty foods 
before the menstrual cycle, Zopf said. 
R a w l i n s  w i l l  d i s c u s s  t h e  
psychological aspects of the syn­
drome . 
Zopf said women experience 
emotional side-effects, such as "losing 
control" or not eating. 
Zopf said treatment is done by 
examining the . patient's lifestyle, 
especially exercise habits, stress 
management and diet. 
Salt, caffeine and sugar are big 
contributors to PMS, Zopf said. 
Zopf and Rawlins agreed that 40-50 
percent of all women show symptoms 
of PMS, with 10 percent labeled 
"severe." 
The workshop is free and open to 
the public. 
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Sex offender speaks out at conference 
CHICAGO (AP)-Acknowledging 
.that "you could consider me the 
enemy, " a man convicted of having 
sex with teen-age boys told a national 
child-abuse conference Monday that 
parents should ask constantly who 
their children are with and what they 
are doing. . ·' 
"We trust people and sometimes we 
trust too much ,"  said Jeff Youens, 39, 
who admitted molesting the teen-agers 
over a period of two or three years . "I 
prefer too many questions asked, 
rather than too few. "  
Y ouens , who i s  married and has two 
sons of his own , said he had been a 
· respected member of his community 
with a good job. 
But he said he had been aware since 
he was about 20 that he was physically 
attracted to teen-age boys. 
"This is not the easiest thing to stand 
here . You could, donsider me the 
enemy . 
" B u t · I ' m  c o n c e rned a b o u t  
protecting children. I ' m  here because 
I believe there is great growth op­
portunity for myself and education for 
you , "  Y ouens told sociologists ,  law 
enforcement officials and others at the 
National Convention on Missing and 
Exploited Children, which opened 
Sunday night and ends Wednesday at a 
downtown hotel. 
Y ouens said he was not abused 
himself as a child, as many abusers 
are . But he said he had just learned 
that his father had been accused of 
molesting teen-age girls . 
Mayor _______________from page 1 
penalties will run as follows : Feb . 14 convictions on the same fashioned the "Rozelle" headband to 
•E.L.  Kracker's, 1405 S .  Fourth St . ,  charges. protest his $ 5 , 000 fine set by NFL 
suspended March 20-22 . Page One Tavern, which just Commissioner Pete Rozelle for 
•Mother's ,  506 E. Monroe St . , completed a two-day penalty , was the wearing an adidas® headband a week 
suspended March 20-22 . only bar with an immediate nine-day earlier. 
•Ike's Little Campus,  407 E.  Lincoln suspension . The other bars were all The initial raids caught about 40 
Ave . ,  suspended April 3-5 and again handed three-day suspensions first . underaged Eastern students in -the bars 
April 18-26 . Page One served a suspension on Feb . and subsequent "walk throughs" by 
•Marty's, . 1666 S .  Fourth St . , 20 and 2 1  for ' an incident which oc- Charleston police brought fewer 
suspended April 3-5 . curred in August before the bar raids arrests . 
•Thirsty's, 508 E .  Monroe St . , began . In all the walk throughs, only one 
suspended April 3-5 . Choate's letter to Page One's owners Charleston High School student was 
•Uptowner/Cellar, 623 E. Monroe said , in part : "This is the second such charged . Originally the mayor and 
St., suspended April 1 7- 1 9 .  offense incurred b y  your licensed Police Chief Maurice Johnson said 
• Page One Tavern, 4 1 0  S .  Sixth S t . ,  establishment and accordingly , I find they were concerned with only high-
suspended April 18-26. 
· 
it in the best interest of the citizens of school students in the bars . 
•Panther Lounge, 142 1  S .  Fourth the city of Charleston that your license But after the walk throughs began , 
St . ,  suspended April 10- 12 and again be suspended for a period of nine Johnson said he had to enforce 
May 2- 10 . days . "  Charleston's ordinance o n  all the 
The letters from Choate to the bar While none of the bar owners who underaged drinkers . Charleston's 
owners with three-day suspensions were reached would comment, it was ordinance allows 19 and 20-year-olds 
read : "Based upon your entry of a plea reported that Ike's had its letters from to enter the bars but not drink . 
of guilty on (Feb . 7) to allowing minors Choate posted near its front door. The majority of the arrests since the 
to frequent your premises, I have Ike's bartenders earlier had been crackdown began in January have 
determined that it is appropriate to sighted wearing "Choate" headbands, been of 18-year-old Eastern students. 
suspend your license three days . . .  " mimicking the "Rozelle" headband Students have been fined $54 each 
Ike's and Panther Lounge received worn by Chicago Bears quarterback thus far and bar owners have paid $ 125 
second letters proclaiming the nine- Jim McMahon during the National each for serving and/or admitting the 
day suspensions which referred to Football League's playoffs . McMahon minors . 
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Eastern will not be affected by 
T h o m p s o n ' s  h i g h e r - e d u c a t i o n  
recommendations, said Bernie Waren, 
IBHE deputy director of fiscal affairs. 
However,  Waren added, the capital 
recommendations could be altered 
Wednesday when the governor makes 
his capital improvement recom· 
mendations to the General Assembly. 
The IBHE has recommended $6 
million in Build Illinois for a Coleman 
Hall annex and $ 1 . 6  million in regular 
capital be spent on remodeling 
McAfee Gymnasium .  
Some legislative support for the 
Coleman Hall project has already been 
shown . Eastern received $230 ,000 in 
Build Illinois money last fall from the 
General Assembly, which was later 
approved by Thompson . 
However,  the IBHE has given the 
projects relatively low priority for 
consideration. 
According to the IBHE Priority 
Listing for Fiscal Year 1987 Regular 
Capital , the McAfee project is 29th in 
a list of 40 . The Coleman Hall annex is 
listed sixth on the IBHE Priority 
Listing for Fiscal Year 1987 Build 
Illinois Capital . 
· 
Final decision for the funding rests 
with the Assembly and Thompson . 
Thompson's views on these capital 
proj ects have not been made public,  
Waren said . 
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rovocative ' Westheimer talk t it i lates crowc!t, . 
"'',·· 
HRYSTAL PHILPOTT 
writer 
· ning and ending with a 
· g ovation, sex therapist Dr. 
Westheimer electrified students 
y in McAfee Gym . 
think they should definitely invite 
:back next year, " said freshman 
Gower, a business education 
. "It was definitely worth the 50 
• I think this is by far the smartest 
Diversity Board's presentations) . "  
r accounting major Cindy 
agreed, adding, "It was worth 
cents . I liked her honesty about 
) . " 
· said she particularly liked the 
n and answer period following 
· er's lecture . 
nice to know that there are 
out there like you . It kind of 
e of your anxieties to rest . All 
ere wondering about the same 
but most of us were too em­
d to ask . "  
r agre e d .  "This was j ust an 
non-chalant way to find out 
ns you were too embarrassed to 
e said . 
Sam Tucker ,  a speech 
ications m ajor . said he also 
Westhe imer's pre sen ta tio n .  
ught it w a s  k ind o f  interesting . 
a t e  r i a l  w a s  n a t u r a l l y  
' ve , "  Tucker said . "I was 
that we had so many firsts 
doctor ." 
of th e que stions and 
Westheimer received during 
' she said she had never had 
he said they were "firsts" for 
ht it was good , "  said senior 
major Be th Oakes .  "le was 
r her.  I loved her accent . I 
added something . "  
Matt McAllister , political 
jor, was also impressed .  "I 
was gre a t . The questions 
rs were nic e .  I thought she 
ter in person than on TV . "  
Ta l k  ___ from page 1 
existence . 
Students were able to submit 
questions in a drop-box in the Union 
prior to the talk . One of these asked if 
swallowing ej aculate provided any 
nutritional valu e . ' T m  not a 
nutritionis t , "  Westheimer answered.  
At the end of the lecture, 
W estheimer received a standing 
ovation from the capacity crowd . The 
lecture sold out before 3 p . m .  
Monday, said Anita Craig , director of 
student activities .  
Mary Gaulke ,  lecture coordinator 
for the University Board , said the 
reportedly 2, 500-plus crowd was a 
record for a DB-sponsored event . 
HARLESTON TANNING CENTER 
$29.00 for 1 0  sessions 
* Two Large Wolfe 
Tropical Music Tanning Beds .  · 
all Between 8 : 00 a . m .  - 8 : 00 p . m .  for Appointments 
pointments Anytime Anyday & Evenings Mon . -Sat . 
en 7 : 30 a . m . -8 : 30 p . m .  1 705 Jackson Ave . 
348-541 1 (Across from Eastside) 
D r .  Ruth Westheimer ,  l eft , l ectures 
to a packed house at M cAfee Gym 
T uesday on a subject that is apparently 
on a lot of students' m i nds-sex.  
Students l istened intent ly ,  ' top left ,  
dur ing the l ecture , and some even 
gathered enough courage to ask 
q uestions,  above , on what is  probably 
the world 's  most embarrassing sub­
ject .  
$1 .00 off 
expires March 3 1 ,  1 986 
Free 
·Delivery 
Adducci's Pizza & Italian Restaurant 
71 6 Jackson, east  of square 345-93 93 
COUPON 
• 
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The Daily Eastern News has all the latest news ! 
Tuesday' s  
1 0  March 4, 1 986 Classlfled ads 
Report errors Immediately at 581 ·281 2. A correct ad 
wlll appear In th• next edition. UnlHI notified, wt 
cannot be r"pon1lbl• for an Incorrect ad after lt1 first 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
luesday's 
TV 
Digest 
3:30 p.m. 
1 �Waltona 
1 2-Mlater Rogers' Neigh­borhood 
1 5--She-Ra: Prlncea8 of 
Power 
3:35 p.m. 
5-Brady Bunch 
4:00 p.m. 
2-Jeopardyl 
�lncy 
9-Tranaformers 
1 2-3-2· 1 Contact 
1 5-Maln Street 
1 7-Love Connection 
3&-1 Onan of Jeannie 
4:05 p.m. 
5-Leave It To Beaver 
4:30 p.m. 
2-People's Court 
9-G.l. Joe 
1 �WKRP In Cincinnati 
1 2-5esame Street 
1 5-Jeffersons 
1 7-Entertalnment Tonight 
38-Flylng Nun 
4:35 p.m. 
5-Beverty HiUbiHies 
5:00 p.m. 
2 , 1 <>-News  
3-Newscope 
9-Good Times 
1 5-Jeopardy! 
1 7-People"s Court 
38-Lefs Make a Deal 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Anc:ty Griffith 
5:30 p.m. 
2 ,3,  1 0, 1 5 , 1 7 , 38-News 
9-Jeffersons 
1 2-Nightty Business Repart 
5:35 p.m. 
38-Entertalnment Tonight 
8:05 p.m. 
5-Mary Tyler Moore 
8:30 p.m. 
2-Happy Days 
3-PM Magazine 
9-Bob Newhart 
1 o-Price 18 Right 
1 5-Wheel of Fortune 
1 7--Newlywed o.ne 
38-Three's Company 
8:35 p.m. 
5-Sanford and Son 
7:00 p.m. 
2-A-Tearn 
3-Trapper John, M.0. 
9-Movle: '"Scanners." 
( 1 98 1  ) Special effects 
highlight a plot to dominate 
the world through telepathy. 
1 0, 1 5-BHly Graham Crusade 
1 2-Nova 
1 7  , 38-Who's The Boes? 
7:05 p.m. 
5-Movle: ' "Papa's Delicate 
Condition. ' "  ( 1 963) Silent-film star Corinne Griffith's 
chHdhood memories of her 
father Inspired this Jackie 
Gleason vehicle. 
7:30 p.m. 
1 7  ,38-Growlng Pains 
8:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Stlngray 
3. 1 0-Movle: · ·A Deadly 
Business."  Toxic waste has to 
be dumped somewhere. 
Maybe in your neighborhood. 
Maybe in your backyard. lt"s 
big business. 
· erossword 
5-Movle: '"Bullitt . "  ( 1 968) 
Steve McQueen-and one of 
the great auto chases on film-In a tough police melodrama about a loner detective \ractcing syndicate 
klUers. 
9-WRKP In c1nc1nnat1 
1 2-Doctor Who 
38-Twllight Zone 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2 , 1 5-Tonlght 
3-MASH 
9-Trapper John, M.D .  
1 <>-MVC Basketball Tour· 
nament 
1 2-Doctor Who 
1 7-Nlgfltllne 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
3-Hart To Hart 
1 2-Movle: . ' "The Thing. "  
( 1 95 1 ) Howetd Hawks 
produced this horror classlc 
about a menace from another world terrorizing an artlc 
research team . 
1 7-Nlghtllne 
38-Sanford and Son 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2. 1 5-Late Night With David 
Letterman 
9-Movle: ' "Dead Heat on a 
Merry-Go-Round . "  ( 1 966) 
The escapades of a zestful 
con man provide entertaining 
adult fun in this clever 
comedy-melodrama. 
1 7-0ne Day At A Time 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
5--Carol Burnett And Friends 
5-Billy Graham Crusade 
1 2-W.C.  Fields Straight Up 
1 7  ,38-Moonlighting 
Midnight 
3-More Real People 
1 7-News 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Wheel of Fortune 
3, 1 5, 1 7-News 
9-Barney Miller 
1 0-Newtywed Game 
1 2-MacNeil , Lehrer 
Newshour 
ACROSS 
1 Attire 
6 Victim 
10 Aide : Abbr. 
14 - Murf>hy, 
W . W .  II hero 
1 5  Jacob's twin 
16 Place for 
development 
1 7 George 
Meredith 
heroine 
18 Tight 
It Scent 
20 lnflicters of 
retribution 
22 Toddlers' 
clothes 
24 Music syllable 
25 Air 
26 Tiny 
27 City people 
31 Penultimate 
Greek letter 
33 Chalcedony 
34 A medical deg. 
35 Venetians 
38 Stuffs, in Soho 
40 Sir - Laker 
41 Old Spanish 
coins 
42 Uno, due, --
43 Slippery ones 
44 -- Rio, Tex. 
45 Las Vegas 
entertainers 
47 Jenny 
49 Dies -
51 Dawn goddess 
52 Ibsen's "The 
Master --" 
54 Portend 
58 Language for a 
guru 
59 Ballot 
II Piano adjuster 
12 0bserved 
13 Army group 
64 Hair colorer 
65 Formerly, 
. formerly 
II Conceits 
17 Certain curves 
9:00 p.m. 
9-News 
38-NOAA Weather Service 
1 7  ,38-Spenser: For Hire 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 3 1 0, 1 5, 1 7-News 
1 2:20 a.m. 
5-Movie: "Assault on a 
Queen . "  ( 1 966) A daredevil 
quintet plots a mid-ocean 
robbery of the Queen Mary. 
DOWN 21 Slurs 
1 Mend 
2 Berliner's 
repose 
3 Country of 15 
Across 
4 Seat for a 
skirted rider 
5 Fall ,  e .g.  
6 Wagers 
7 Columbia's 
initials 
8 Bull of the 
zodiac 
9 Ascham, to 
Elizabeth I 
IO Soaking 
11 Desert 
rattlesnake 
1 2 Shop 
13 Concise 
23 Syrup source 
25 Loser to 
H . C . H .  
2 7  Gorbachev's 
country : Abbr. 
28 Word with 
prime or f�rst 
29 Volleys of 
denunciation 
30 Quests of a QB 
32 Peripheral 
matters 
35 Vassar,  for one 
36 Flavoring for a 
pickle 
37 Legislative 
mtg. 
39 Icy 
40 To's 
companion 
42 Tea , in Tours 
45 Costume for 
Lamour 
46 German poet-
dramatist 
47 Mistreat 
48 More certain 
SO Type of 
musical 
53 Fontanne's 
partner 
54 Favorites 
55 Actresses 
Blyth and 
Miller 
51 Golfer Sarazen 
57 Ages 
60 Uncle, in 
Tijuana 
:»ee page 1 1  for answers 
Help Wanted t .. i.-... ___ Fo_r _R_e_nt 
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers , 
big selection. excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-6331 . 
________1 /00 
" M y  Secretary , ' "  word 
processing service: Letters, 
papers, resumes, etc. Call 
Millie at 345- 1 1 50. 
------=-----4/4 GET A JOB FAST WITH A 
COPY-X RESUM E !  FAST 
SEVI C E ,  LOW PRICES,  
LARGE SELECTION OF 
FORMATS , TYP E D  OR 
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT 
207 LINCOLN. 345-63 1 3. 
--------'100 
Complete automotive repair and servicing. 208 N. 7th In 
Charleston. 348-5232. 
________ 3/5 
It Help Wanted 
Camp Tuckabatchee, Ot· 
tawa, I l l i no is .  Positions 
avai lable for Counselor 
Specialists In Arts- Crafts, 
Ceramics, Nature, Sports & 
Games, Horseback, WSI ; & 
Lifeguard. Salary Range: $475 
to $600. Write to Ottawa 
Council of Camp Fire, Inc. , 
1 00 W. Lafayette St. . Ottawa, 
I I .  6 1 350. 
3/4 "'s
_
U
_
M
_
M
_
E
_
R
_
E
_
M
_
P,...L"""'O,_Y
_
M--ENT 
OPPORTUNmES available at 
CREST PHOTO LAB, Division 
of Osco Drug, Inc . ,  in Elgin , 
Illinois, May through Sep­
tember (come back at 
Christmas break). Entry level 
positions for morning. af· 
ternoon and evening shifts. 
Apply in person and be in­
terviewed during SPRING 
BREAK: March 26th 2-5 P .M .  
CREST PHOTO LAB 955 
Brandt Drive, Elgin, IL  601 20.  
An Equal Opportunity Em­
ployer. 
________ .3/6 
F A S H I O N W I S E  E N -
T R E P R E N E U R S  We are 
seeking local distributors for 
our unique collections of high 
fashion jewelry handmade from 
around the world . Earn 
money-have fun-look great! 
Write to : lnstone Lt<l. ,  Box 
1 6 4 ,  Coopersburg , Pa .  
1 8036. 
________ 3/5 
A r e  y o u  
C O L D ?  . . .  W E T ?  . . .  B R O K E ?  
Now i s  the time to think 
SUMMER with the Il l inois Army 
National Guard . If you join 
between now and Apr. 1 ,  
you'll have the chance to 
receive a summer training job 
worth $ 1 1 00 (we pay ex­
penses) .  You"ll also receive 
free college tuiton , student 
loan repayment, New G . I .  bill 
benlfits ,  and maybe even a 
bonus. For lots more in­
formation call 2 58-638 1 oe 1 -
800-252-2972.  You must be 
1 7 or older to qualify. Be a full 
time student and a part time 
soldier. THINK SUMMER! 
________3/2 1 
The Charleston Recreation 
Dept. is now accepting ap­
plications for summer em­
ployment at the Rotary Pool . 
Applications won"t be ac- · 
cepted after March 3 1  st. 
WSl's needed.- For more In­
f o r m a t i o n  c o n ta c t  t h e  
Charleston Recreation Dept. at 
345-6897.  
-----'3/4,6,  1 0, 1 2 , 1 4  
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 359- 1 577 or 1 ·  
800-858·8000. 
________ 1 /00 
OVERSEAS JOBS . . .  Summ­
e r , y r . roun d .  Europe,  S .  
Amer. , Austral la .  Asia. Al l  
f ie lds.  $900-2 000 m o .  
Sightseeing. Free Info. Write 
IJC, PO Box 52-IL-3 Corona 
Del Mar, CA 92625. 
________ 3/7 
Rides/Riders 
1 girl needs ride to Naperville 
on 3- 7. Call Merry! at 345-
4503. 
________ 3/5 
Help! Ride Needed Spring 
Break Ft. Lauderdale/W. Palm 
Beach area will help w/ gas. 
Call Rhonda 5584. 
________ 3/4 
ft Roonunates 
TWO GIRLS NEEDED To 
SHARE Lincolnwood APT. For 
NEXT Fall and Spring 1 45 a 
Mo. Call Amy 345-9578. 
________ 3/5 
ti For Rent 
S U M M E R  A N D  F A L L  
APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
NOW. Several good locations . 
Phone 345-7 7  46 .  
________ 1 /00 
Microwave Oven Rentals 
only $ 1 5 per month ph . 348-
7 7 4 6 .  
________ 3/0 
Nice one bedroom apart­
ment, one block from campus, 
range and refrig provided, A/C.  
$255/month . 345-4220.  
________.3/7 
Summer and fal l ,  2 bedroom 
furnished . Heritage Woods 
location . Wi l l  be newly 
redecorated ; 4 people. Year 
lease. 348-7746 .  
________ 1 /00 
Two people needed to 
sublease a nice 2-bedroom 
apt . for summer. Own room , 
laundry , A/C . ONE MONTH 
FREE RENT. 345- 1 463.  
________ 3/7 
S u m m e r  s u b l e a s e r  
needed-Nice 1 bedroom apt. 
1 Y. blk from EIU . Laundry & 
Park ing  furn i shed . LOW 
UTILITIES. Call Julie 348-
502 7 .  
________ 3/2 1 
Mini Storage Space as low as 
$25 per month ph . 348-7746.  
________ 3/00 
Campus clips 
Event. 
S u m m e r  S u b  l e a s e r s :  
Spacious 2 bedroom apt. close 
to campus. Rent Negt. 345· 
2207 May paid for. 
Renting for Summer, Fal 
'86, and Spring '87, Ratts Polk 
St. and Ratts University Dr. 
Furnished townehouses, 2 
bedroom $ 1 45.  person for 3 
$ 1 2 2 .  person for 4. All but 
three are newly carpeted. 
Summer rent $ 1 50. flat for 
2 , 3 ,or 4 people. One month 
rent security deposit . 9 mo. 
lease. Call 345-6 1 1 �-
--------.&.100 
For 1 986-87 school year. 
Very nice 2 ,  and 3 bedroom 
furnished houses. Close to 
campus. Leases from 9-1 2 
months. Call 345-3 1 48 after 
5p.m. 
________ 2/00 
Apartments close to campus. 
Ex. cond. 345-7387.  
________ 3/5 
SUMMER SUBLEASERS: 
Close to campus, furnished, 2 
bedrooms, own yard, parking, 
very nice, 1 -3 girls. RENT 
NEGOTIABLE. 345- 1 472.  
________3/5 
Female Summer Subleaser 
needed for the new apartments 
on Seventh. Call Heather at 
3 4 5 - 2 6 1 5  for more in­
formation. 
________ 3/7 
YOU CAN"T BEAT THIS 
DEAL! Morton Park Apart· 
ments. 1 1 1 1  2nd St. Leasing 
for fal l .  2 bedroom. Furnished 
with nice contemporary fur· 
n iture , 9% month lease. Water. 
garbage, cable TV included in 
rent. $ 1 40 each for 3. $ 1 20 
eadh for 4. 345-4508. 
________ 3/ 1 4  
Summer Subleaser- 2 
Bedroom- Negotiable rent­
close to campus. 348-0269.  
________ 316 
Subleaser(s) needed for 
furn i s h e d ,  o n e  bedroom 
a p a r t m e n t  for s u m m e r  
semester. Only one block from 
campus. Rent negotiable .  Call 
345- 1 694. 
________ 3/5 
For rent Immediately 2 
bedroom apt. Good location, 
Call 348-8283.  After 4 : 00 
p . m .  
-----'-----3/4 Female Summer Subleaser 
needed. Own bedroom, close 
to campus, $ 7 5 .  month . Call 
Kimberly 348-562 9 .  
________ 3/5 
1 bedroom apartment- 7 5 1  
sixth St. $ 1 50- $200. 00 some 
utilities, furnished . Call Hank, 
348-8 1 46.  
________ 3/00 
5 bedroom houses, 5 or 6 
people, 1 block from campus. 
Call Hank, 348- 8 1  46 .  
________ 3/00 
To Sublease : One bedroom 
Apt. Major appliances, water, 
cable T.V. , and garbage fur­
nished . Deposit required . 
Available immediately. 348-
7 7 6 6 ,  after 4 : 30p. m .  
________ 316 
Th• CounHllng Center wlll have a Life Skills 
Seminar Wednesday, March 5 at noon in the 
University Union Arcola Room. ""Crossing Your 
Fingers Doesn"t Work: Contraception . · ·  
presented by Dr. Susanna Buchanan, Family 
Practice Physician ,  this Is a workshop designed 
to answer everything you ever wanted to know 
concern ing conception and practic ing  
prevention or  control; learn the hows and whys 
of birth control. 
Black Student Union 's March 5 meeting is 
cancelled due to Up Sync · contest. The next 
meeting will be Wednesday, March 1 2  at 6 :30 
p.m.  In the University Union Shelbyville Room. 
All interested Up Sync contestants: mandatory 
meeting will be held in Union Station, 7 :30 p.m. 
If possible, bring entry fee. For more In­
formation, contact K.C .• 348-7947. 
r Eastern llllnola University Students Con­
cerned About P•ce (EISCAP) wiH have a 
meeting Tuesday, March 4 at 7 p.m.  In Coleman 
Hall room 229.  . 
American Mark9'1ng Aaaoclatlon wlll have a 
meeting Tuesday. March 4 at 7 p.m.  In the 
University U nion Charleston-Mattoon Room. 
Nomination of officers for next year wlH be held, 
and any raffle tickets for the Florida trip that have 
been sold should be turned In.  
Women'• Studl" Councll a EIU Coun­
Hllng Center will have a workshop, entitled 
"Exploring PMS (Premenstrual Syndrome) , " "  
Tuesday. March.  4 from 7 • 9 p.m.  at the Wesley 
Foundation . -2202 4th St. Presenters Include 
gynecologist K.T. LaVeck. nurse Peggy Zopf 
and psychologist Melanie Rawlins. Free, open to 
public. A Women's History & Awareness Month 
Campus Cllps are published dally, free of 
charge, as a public service to the campus. Clips 
should be submitted to The Dally Eastern News 
office by noon one business day before date to 
be published (or date of event) . Information 
should Include event, name of sponsoring 
organization (spelled out - no Greek letter 
abbreviations), date, time and place of event. 
plus any other pertinent information.  Name and 
phone number of submitter must be included. 
Clips containing conflicting or confusing in­
formation will not be run if submitter cannot be 
contacted. Clips will be edited for space 
available. Clips submitted after noon of deadline 
day cannot be guaranteed publication. Clips wlH 
be run one day only for any event. No clips will 
be taken by phone. 
Tuesday's  
Classified ads Report error1 lmmedletely et 581 -281 2. A correct ed will eppur In the next edition. Unle11 notified, we cennot be re1pon1lble for en Incorrect ed efter lt1 first Insertion. Deedllne 2 p.m. prevlou1 dey. t t 
0 
1 Lost/Found <) A n noWlcc m t n h  <} A n noWlcc m t n t s  <} A n n o un c c m t nt .. er(} A n n o un c r m r n t � For Rent 
1 /00 
For Sale 
LOST: Pair of glasses with 
pinkish frames, in a beige, 
cloth case with velcro fastener. 
If found,  please call 5342 .  
,.--...,......, ______ 3/4 Lost; Driver's License and ID 
in black EIU triad ID holder 
between campus police & 
l ibrary. Call Sherrie Adamson 
345-5764. 
'."-=:-________ ,3/5 LOST: SET OF KEYS ON A 
BLACK CLIP KEY CHAIN 
VERY IMPORTANT PLEASE 
CONTACT EASTERN NEWS 
WITH ANY INFO. 
�-=-------·315 
LOST: 3 rings in Lantz 
. weight room. GREAT sen­
timental value. Call Tracy 348-
1 058. 
________ 3/4 
ROMAN RAFFLE! ! !  FRIDAY 
MARCH 7th ! !  TICKETS ONLY 
$ 1 . PRIZES: TRIPS, BEACH 
TOWELS, HUGGIES, VISORS, 
MIRRORS, & MUCH MUCH 
MORE! ! !  
_____ 2/1 8 , 2 5 , 3/4 
MARTY'S SPECIAL FOR 
TODAY C HICKEN BRAST 
SANDWICH 5 ounce chicken 
breast served with fries $2 .49 .  
_______ 2/25 ,  3/4 
MARCH ONLY All Mary Kay 
Products discou·nted . Call 
Chris 345-6708.  
________ 3/2 1 
PRESTIGIOUS 
_,Office Hrs .M-F_9�.5. Sat1 0-
5 =fl.IE PTERODPCTYL-REA::LLENT 
We can sign YOU up for the 
DIPLOMAT Today! If you want 
to go alone, with a friend, with 
your family, we can sign you up 
for $ 1 5 down . Call 345-4 1 39 
Today. 
________ 3/4 
Sigma Pi Roundball Classic 
Basketbal l .  Proceeds go 
towards the fight against 
Multiple Sclerosis. Sponsored 
by Miller. For info. call Mark at 
345- 1 545 or Andy 348-54 1 3  
or 345-9523.  
=--------3/4 Today is Brett Williams 22nd 
Birthday. Cal l  him at 3872 and 
wish him a HAPPY BIRTHDAY. 
________,3/4 
CATHY DYSON: HAVE A 
NICE DAY ! ! !  LOVE YOUR 
' SECRET ALPHA SIG. 
=--=-------3/4 T H E  A M E R I C A N  
MARKETING ASSOCIATION IS 
HAVING A MEETING AT ?PM 
T O N I G H T  I N  T H E  
C H A R LE S T O N / M ATT O O N  
ROOM O F  THE UNION. 
NOMINATION OF OFFICERS 
FOR NEXT YEAR WILL BE 
HELD, AND ANY RAFFLE 
TICKETS FOR THE FLORIDA 
TRIP THAT HAVE BEEN SOLD 
CAN BE TURNED IN .  
________ 3/4 
SPRING BREAK on the 
beach at South Padre Island,  
D ay t o n a  B e ac h ,  F o rt 
Lauderdale ,  Fort Walton Beach 
or M u stang Is land/Port 
Aransas from only $89; and 
skiing at Steamboat or Vail from 
only $86 ! Deluxe lodging, 
parties, goodie bags, more . . .  
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for 
more information and reser­
vations toll free 1 -800-32 1 -
59 1 1 TODAY! When your 
Spring Break counts . . .  count 
on Sunchase. 
________ 3/ 1 4 
BRIDGET BLOOM A N D  
DEBBIE DONOFRIO THANKS 
FOR A TAU-RIFIC FORMAL! 
________3/4 
CHRIS SCHULZE-HAPPY 
BIRTHDAY! Have a great day! 
Love, T. 
________ 3/4 
Last year it was the IN­
TERNATIONAL. This year it's 
the DIPLOMAT. You ARE 
going. Call 345-4 1 39 Today! 
________3/5 
RELAX over Spring Break. 
Stay in a LUXURIOUS CONDO 
on Galveston Island-only 
$ 1 00 ! ! !  Close to Houston! For 
m o r e  i n fo - c a l l  L e i g h  
Ann-58 1 -5 1 93 .  
________ 3/7 
BLOOM COUNTY 
I'M SORRY GLORIA . 
I WANT OIJT 
WT . . M (}IJT. 
Doonesbury 
�� 
FT5 51.JCH A PL&ASU/?13 
• 7lJ MEET YOU, Ml?.. EAST- ,,1 
i /A/000.' MAYI PRESf,NT n ., 
: MY AS515TANT, JOAN!& I 
:� ' OW/5? ! ...,, 
M;xli,\ �ut& _ 
FAC€ IT, 8A8Y. . .  THAT €ARLY, 
€XCtnN0. ()lflflY PHfl'5€ OF 
OUR l?WIT70N5HIP 15 PAST. 
ANP I WASN T MEANT FOR 
THIS WN0-lt::R!Y'i STl/ff. : 
WAS BORN 10 RUN, 8A8Y ,  
-� � f?.(JN/ ) 
( __ · � '.;;·� -�l, , 
� ��-L.,)F 
\....' -�i) '_  ._;;:..J .::::::.::;> 
ALPHA GAMS: HAVE A 
SUPER DAY! LOVE, YOUR 
SECRET SORORITY . 
________ 3, /4 
Dawh Farris: You are one 
Great Greek! Love, your 
Secret Alpha Sigma Sis. 
________ ,3/4 
T H E  A M E R I C A N  
MARKETING ASSOCIATION IS 
HAVING A MEETING AT ?PM 
T O N I G H T  I N  T H E  
C H A R LE S T O N / M ATT O O N  
ROOM O F  THE UNION. 
NOMINATION OF OFFICERS 
FOR NEXT YEAR WILL BE 
HELD, AND ANY RAFFLE 
TICKETS FOR THE FLORIDA 
TRI P  THAT HAVE BEEN SOLD 
CAN BE TURNED IN.  
________ 3/4 
Greg (Get A Clue) Harding : 
Thanks for the great weekend !  
Love ya, Sharon. 
________ 3/4 
WATSON-WE'RE PROUD 
OF YOU , MISS SECRETARY! 
YOUR _ROOMIES. 
________ 3/4 
Alpha Sigma Taus: have a 
Super week! Love, your Secret 
Sorority. 
________ 3/4 
AST EXEC . MEETING AT 
HARDIES 4 :00p.m.  TODAY! 
________3/4 
You have got to go to 
DAYTONA Be one of 500 
Eastern students who vacation 
there every SPRING BREAK. 
· $ 1 5 down and $ 1 65 before 
we leave. You ARE going! Call 
345-4 1 39 Today. 
________ .315 
MIKE SWEENEY: Thanks for 
the after bash! !  We had a great 
time! Love . The TRl-SIGS ! !  
P . S .  Thanks agian GLENN! !  
________3/4 
FOR A GOOD TIME,  take 
your FLORIDA spring break trip 
with DEL TA SIGMA P l .  Stop by 
the talbles in the Union on 
Wed . & Thurs . from 1 0-2 or 
call Debbie 348-5402 or Chris 
58 1 -5533. 
________ 3/4 
Puzzle Answers 
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1 2 March 4, 1 986 · Clclsslfled ads 
Report errors Immediately .t 581-2812. A 
will  appear In th• next edition. Unlen notffled, 
cannot be rffponslble for an Incorrect ad after Its 
Insertion. Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
<}= A nnnunc-.-mf" ntc. a:;:) A n nouncr m t n h  a:;:) A nnounct m t n l �  � A nnounct m t n l �  a:;:). A n nounct m t n t �  �· A nno unct m 
CRAIG ANDREE: We love 
you Sigma Man! Love, the Sig 
Kaps! 
________ .3/4 
AST berMUdas! Have a 
super day! You are all TAU-
RIFIC ! 
________ .3/4 
Ray Rickert, You still owe me 
a Beer or two. I hope this isn't 
embarrassing. 
________ .3/4 
JAMIE McPEEK: What an 
A D V E N T U R E !  P a s s i n g  
R ICHARD CRAN I U M  at 
6Jmph! But DON'T take 68.  
Did you SKOR more than SIX 
times this weekend? I love 
waiting in Woodfield LINES! 
Love your FAVORITE Tau 
House Roomies Pattie & Carol. 
________ 3/4 
TO THE PHI SIGMA SIGMA 
BETA PLEDGE CLASS: You 
guys are in for a good time! 
Love ya, SUE. 
__
______ 3/4 
LEIGHANN MARTIN :  Alias 
"LUSTY" HAPPY 22nd B­
DAY ! !  ! Beware of the C . P . D .  
tonite. Will there b e  long 
stories? It's not nice to mash 
and run-so get ready for those 
B-day Kisses! Ham & cheese 
· Loaf, sugar in the salt, any 
grunts? Lysol on the sheets? 
Will your forehead shine tonite? 
Love ya, P .C .  Deb, Spagetti 
and Hotcakes. P .S.  Too Bad 
the Pad doesn't have a TUB! ! !  
________ .3/4 
The DIPLOMAT has been 
totally remodeled. New carpet. 
New furniture. New televisions. 
Its NEW. Its the DIPLOMAT! It 
costs 1 89 .  
________ 3/5 
It's NEW! It's Daytona's 
DIPLOMAT! It's back because 
YOU wanted it. The Best price: 
1 89.  The Best location : 700 
N .  Atlantic. Call 345-4 1 39 .  
________3/5 
THE DIPLOMAT we did it 
with you last year we're going 
to do it to you this year THE 
DIPLOMAT from the people 
who brought you the In­
ternational. 
----'------'3/5 
Sigma Pi Roundball Classic 
Basketbal l .  Proceeds go 
towards the fight against 
Multiple Sclerosis. Sponsored 
by Miller. For info .  call Mark at 
345- 1 545 or Andy 348-54 1 3  
or 345-9523. 
________ .3/4 
Bert, Hope your 22nd is a 
memorable one. But we'll see if 
you remember it tomorrow. 
Have a super birthday! Love, 
Pooff. 
________ .3/4 
BABY : Have a g reat 
Day-Y:ou're very special to 
me! Love, Baby. 
________ 3/4 
DELTA ZETA-hope you 
have a great week! Your secret 
sorority is watching you .  
________3/4 
LAURI DeROSA, CAROLYN 
CRABB, & JENNY WECHTER: 
Keep yp the great job with your 
CO-CHAIRS. Your TRl-SIMGA 
SISTERS are behind you all the 
way ! !  
________ 3/4 
GLENN GOOD: Thanx for the 
use of your car! It was greatly 
appriciated! !  Love, The TRl­
SIGS ! !  
________ 3/4 
We KNOW where our 
HOTEL is at. It's at the 
Diplomat. Avoid the con­
fussion/call Today! The BEST 
PRICE. The BEST Location ! 
Call Today! 
________ 3/5 
G A R T H  C O R E Y : 
CONG RATU LATONS you 
NINJA! NO WAY is it really 
true? NICE wing-tip shoes with 
no socks. What a weekend ! 
Even though you're weird 
you're stil l  a TAU TREASURE!  
Love, Cray. 
________ 3/4 
C l a u d i a  D e x t e r :  
Congratulations on being the 
new DEL T SWEETHEART! 
You are going to make one 
terrific sweetheart and I am 
really proud of you ! Love Your 
A-G sis Patty. 
________ .3/4 
LYNETTE BOWERMASTER: 
Hey PRES! Congrats ! !  You will 
be the Greastest! !  Love your 
daughter, Christine. 
________ 3/4 
The DIPLOMAT at 700 N .  
Atlantic ( i n  the center of the 
strip) The best location The 
BEST PRICE. The DIPLOMAT 
IS BACK! ! !  
________ 3/5 
Subleaser(s) needed for 
Summer at Olde Towne 
apartments .  P lease cal l  
Jennifer or Sue at 581 -3548. 
=--------3/4 The LOWEST Price to 
DAYTONA. The DIPLOMAT is 
back at 1 89 .  Call 345-4 1 39. 
________3/5 
CHARGE IT! Stop by tables 
in the Union to get your credit 
card applications. Tuesday 
thru Friday! ! sponsored by 
Delta Sigma Pi .  
_3/4 
5 TONS OF SAND ! ! !  
WHERE? AT ROCS. THIS 
FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE 
ROMANS BEACH PARTY ! ! !  
________3/6 
NOW AVAILABLE THIS 
W E E K  O N L Y ! ! !  F T .  
LAUDERDALE'S BILTMORE! ! !  
MIDDLE OF THE STRIP! ! !  
$ 1 49 ! ! !  RE-MODELED PLAZA 
OF DAYTONA ONLY $ 1 2.9 . 
581 -5681 , 345-7289 . 
_______ __c3/1 0  
SIGN UP NOW for your 
spring break trip.  -Trips are 
limited so stop by the tables in  
the Union Wed. or  Thurs. from 
1 0-2 or call 348-5402 , 581 -
5533. 
________ 3/4 
Fun in the Sun! SIGMA 
KAPPA I N FORMATIONAL 
PARTY ! Wednesday March 
1 2 ; 8:00p.m.  At 1 007 1 0th 
Street. Be looking for more 
details! 
________ 3/4 
Happy Birthday Eric Lanman ! 
Love The Roses of S.T.G. 
________.3/4 
DANCE MARATHON! FOR 
I N F O R M A T I O N  A N D  A 
PLEDGE SHEET STOP BY 
THE UNION TABLES TODAY . 
________ 3/4 
Debbie Pape ! Hardee's 
called! No more Chinese 
firedrills in their lot. Ya hear?! 
P .S .  HAPPY BIRTHDAY! Love 
ya! Mom . 
________ 3/4 
Sue, Rita, M .J .  Thanks so 
much for the FUN birthday 
gifts . I had a RIOT celebrating 
my 22nd with you ! Let's do 
one MORE slammer. Love, 
Lisa. 
________ .3/4 
"The civic"-is back Sunday. 
So get ready to cruise! 
________ .3/4 
HEY - KIRSTEN WERNER 
YOU ARE A GREAT GREEK 
AND A FANTASTIC SISTER.  
________3/4 
WIN A SKI PACKAGE IN 
C O L O R A D O ! F O R  I N ­
FORMATION STOP BY TABLE 
I N  U N I O N ! D A N C E  
MARATHON FOR LEUKEMIA! 
________3/4 
LOOK! ! !  real live SAND, 
l ive D .J . ,  real live F 
ROMANS BEACH PA 
FRIDAY AT ROCS. C 
DRESSED FOR FUN IN 
SUN.  
Do you have a special 
you want known? Advert' 
in the classifieds! 
To my Date , Thanks 
everything . I had a great ti 
Formal , especially seeing 
arch.  (Well maybe next ti 
Remember Lunch is on 
Love your Dead Date. 
The Countdown for the 
PATRICK'S DAY BASH at 
Phi Sigma Kappa Palace 
begun . Be ready all of 
Hooligans! 
Tammy Markovitz the e 
the week will be here 
Have a great week. 
secret Sig . 
Collegiate Business W 
Hand in your money, ii 
have your M & M's sold. 
Peg at 581 -31 71 . 
Make money through 
classified ads . 
Ann Caspermeyer, Hav 
great day! Love, your Alpha 
Secret Sis. 
- - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
..- - - - - ---- - - , I 3-Bedroom 1 
I House I I s1 3o.oo , 1
1 I Includes water and heat I I Large porch and yard 
I 1 31 3 Mockingbird ln. 11 
I call Herman-345·9 • • • 
l!.!��!.!!!.�Y!.�J 
Only two more days to place your ad. 
Ad deadl ine:  Thurs . , March 6 .  Housing G t:Jide publ ishing date : Thurs . , March 1 3  .
Na me: _________ Address : 
Ad to Rea d: 
(Example)�Fill o�t the form and bring it to the News ' office, Buzzard Bldg. , between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.  
Tuesday, March 4, 1 986 1 
HY DRINK OLD MIL 
OLD STYLE FOR $ 2 50 
'EN YO U CAN DRINK 
PITCHER OF MILLER 
LITE FOR ONL Y $225 
A T  
JERRY'S PUB 
2 - 6p.m. DAIL Y 
"Crossing Your Fingers 
Does n ' t  Work: 
Contraception ' '  
Dr. Susanna Buchannan 
Family Practice Physician 
Wednesday Noon , March 5 
Arcola Room 
Un ion 
Sponsored by the Counseling Center 
<fH:E GOU)'E'N COM'B � 
Beauty & Tanning Salon 
I've Expanded! 
I have 3 new stylists! 
• Debbie Warman 
• Linda Lewis 
• Jeannette Babbs 
SPRING JACKPOT 
YOUNGSTOWNE/OLDETOWNE 
PINETREE/LINCOLNWOOD 
91 6 Woodlawn 
H rs. M - F 9 - 6 Sat. 1 0  - 3 
HOMEMADE PIE 
Soups, Snacks, Drinks 
........... COUPON .............. .. 
20¢ off any -
ed beef roast beef 
• cheese turkey breast 
n 
0 51 6 6th Street � 
SANDWICHES 
exp. 3-1 5-86 
COUPON 
West side of Square � 
348-5005 I 
; Attention SENIORS Attention 
Press the right key t o  your future! ! 
Let " My Secretary" aid you in developing a professional resume that will 
make a good first impression .  
" My Secretary" also provides other word processing services , such as, 
letters of appl ication ,  term papers , or other items to fit  your ind iv idual 
needs. 
For more information , call 345-1 1 50 or stop by the office at 9 0 3  
1 1 8th Street between 9 : 00 A M  and 3:00 P M .  
SO : 
Don't  delay . . . . . . . . . . .  start today . . . . . . . . . . .  let us do your re::>um e ! ! 
� .............. NEW ............ _.mllll 
INTRODUCING 
THE NEWL Y REMODELED 
DIPLOMAT 
700 N.  Atlantic - 1 B lock N.  of the P laza 
1 8995 w/transportation 
z 
l'TI 
� 
1 0995 (without transportation) 
SPRING BREAK 
�e�mance 
Starts 
'Here . 
$20.00 DEPOSIT REQUIRED 
THE BEST LOCATION IN DAYTONA 
Brought to you by the people who 
brought you the INTERNATIONAL 
CALL 
345-41 39 
� .............. • NEW .. ._ .... ._ ...... 11111 
Searching for Great Buys? 
Check out 
The Dai ly Eastern News 
classified ads ! 
f 4 . 
Scoreboard 
Basketball 
NBA 
Eastern Conference 
Allantlc Dlvtalon 
w L Pct. GB 
X-Boston 47 1 1  . 8 1 0 
Philadelphia 39 2 1  .850 9 
New Jersey 32 30 . 5 ; s  1 7  
Washington 29 32 . 475 1 9 % 
New York 1 9  40 .322 28% 
c.,,tral Dlvtllon 
Milwaukee 42 1 9  . 689 
Atlanta 35 25 . 563 6% 
Detroit 36 26 . 5 6 1  6 %  
Cleveland 23 36 . 390 1 8  
INDIANA 2 1  40 . 344 21 
CHICAGO 2 1  40 .344 2 1  
Western Conference 
Midwest Division 
w L Pct. 
Houston 38 22 . 633 
Denver 36 25 . 5 90 
Utah 3 1  30 . 508 
Dallas 30 2 9  . 508 
San Antonio 30 32 .484 
Sacramento . 2 7 33 . 450 
Pacific Division 
LA Lakers 43 1 6  . 7 2 9  
Portland 30 34 .469 
Phoenix 24 35 .407 
LA Clippers 2 2  3 8  . 367 
Seattle 2 1 38 .356 
Golden State 1 9  43 . 306 
X·clinched piayolf berth 
Monday' s  results 
New York at Milwaukee 
Dallas at Phoenix 
Golden State at LA Lakers 
Houston at Seattle 
Tuesday's games 
Boston at CHICAGO 
INDIANA at Portland 
• Washington at New York 
Philadelphis at Atlanta 
New Jersey at Detroit 
Houston at Denver 
Cleveland at LA Clippers 
San Antonio at Golden State 
Utah at Sacramento 
Sunday 's results 
INDIANA 1 29 ,  LA Clippers 1 1 2  
Washington 1 25 ,  Milwaukee 1 04 
Boston 1 29 ,  Detroit 1 09 
GB 
2 Y2 
7 %  
7% 
9 
1 1 
1 5 % 
1 9 
2 1 % 
2 2  
2 5 %  
Basketball 
_Cleveland St. ( 1 )  vs. N .  Iowa (8), 6:30 
p.m. 
SW Miss. (2)  vs.  Wis.-GB ( 7 ) ,  8:35 p.m. 
Friday's games 
Semifinals-6:30 and 8:35 p.m.  
Saturday's game 
Championshi1>-8:35 p.m . 
AP Poll 
The Top Twenty teams in the 
Associated Press college basketball poll, 
with firsi-piace votes in parentheses and 
season record. Total points based on 20· 
1 9 · 1 8 · 1 7 · 1 6 · 1 5 · 1 4 · 1 3· 1 2 · 1 1 · 1 0· 9 
·8· 7-6·5·4·3· 2 · 1  : 
Record Pia. 
1 .  Duke (62)  29·2 1 , 259 
2. Kansas ( 1 )  28·3 1 , 1 95 
3 .  Kentucky 26-3 1 , 080 
4. North Carolina 26·4 1 ,045 
5.  St. John's 27·4 938 
6 .  Georgia Tech 23·5 926 
7 .  Michigan 2 5 · 4  8 2 9  
8.  Syracuse 23·4 805 
9. Bradley 2 9 · 1  7 1 9  
1 0 . Memphis State 25·4 698 
1 1 .  Louisville 2 4 · 7  604 
1 2 . Notre Dame 2 1 · 5 5 9 1  
1 3 . Nev . - Las Vegas 28·4 486 
1 4 . Georgetown 22·6 4 4 1  
1 5 . Oklahoma 24·6 390 
1 6 . Indiana 20 ·6 360 
1 7 . Michigan State 2 0- 6 2 7 1  
1 8 . Navy 25·4 1 9 7 
1 9 . l l l tnois 20·8 1 1 9  
2 0 .  N .  Carolina State 1 8· 1 1 58 
Others receiving votes in order: 
Pepperdine 40, Texas-El Paso 33, St. 
Joseph's 2 9 ,  Purdue 2 2 ,  Alabama 20,  
Arizona 1 8 , Jacksonville 1 2 , Richmond 
1 0 , Xavier, Ohio 9 ,  Virginia 7, Maryland 
4 ,  Old Dominion 4, Temple 3 ,  Virginia 
Tech 3,  Miam i , Ohio 2 ,  CLEVELAND 
STATE 1 ,  Northeastern 1 ,  Ohio U. 1 .  
IHSA 
Delivery 
Dinner 
Tuesda , March 4 ,  1 986 
Sports log 
TUESDAY 
IHSA BASKETBALL-Class A Boys Supersectional, Lantz 
Gym, 7 :30. 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO BASKETBALL-Boston Celtics at Chicago Bulls, ' 
WMAO-AM (670), 7 :30 p.m . • 
WEDNESDAY 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern at Wichita State 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
PRO BASKETBALL-Chicago Bulls at Boston Celtics, 
WMAQ-AM (670),  6 :30 p .m.  
COLLEGE BASKETBALL-Indiana at  Michigan State, 
WC IA-TV (Channel 3) and USA-TV (Channel 1 2, premium 2 ) ,  
7 p. m .  
P R O  HOCKEY-Detroit Red Wings at Chicago Black 
Hawks, WBBM-AM (780) , 7 :30 p .m .  
COLLEGE BASKETBALL-Missouri Val ley Cham-
pionship,  ESPN, 8 p .m .  
THURSDAY 
MEN'S BASKETBALL-Eastern vs .  Valparaiso, AMCU-8 
Tournament, at Southwest Missouri , 3 : 30 p . m .  
WOMEN 'S SWIMMIN3-Eastern a t  Midwest Cham­
pionships. 
SPORTS ON RADIO & TV 
COLLEGE BASKETBALL-Big East Basketball Tour­
nament, ESPN , noon . 
COLLE(>E BASKETBALL-Big East Basketball Tour­
nament, ESPN, 2 p .m .  
COLLEGE BASKETBALL-Eastern vs . Valparaiso, 
AMCU-8 Tournament, at Southwest Missouri, WLBH-FM 
(97) ,  3 : 30 p .m.  
COLLEGE BASKETBALL-Big East Basketball Tour­
nament, ESPN,  6 p .m .  
· COLLEGE BASKETBALL-Illinois at  Iowa, WCIA-TV 
(Channel 3). 7 : 30 p .m.  
The Dall 
Report scores to 58 1 -28 1 
IHSA 
At Rock Island 
Canton ( 1 7 · 1 1 )  vs. La Salle Peru ( 1 8·7) 
At Forest View 
Rolling Mead. ( 1 8·7) vs. Evanston (20·8) 
At Wa ukegan 
Carmel ( 1 6· 1 1 )  vs. Loyola ( 1 7·1 0) 
At East St. Louis 
Bethalto ( 1 6·8) vs. E.  St. Louis Lincoln 
( 1 8·6) 
At Marlon 
Centralia ( 1 3· 1 4) vs. Carbdondale ( 1 8·7) 
At Hinsdale Central 
Rich Central (26· 1 ) vs. Lyons (20·6) 
At Fremd 
Fremd (22·5)  vs. St. Charles (22·5)  
At Romeovi l le 
Bourbannais ( 2 3 · 4 )  v s .  Joliet C .  ( 1 0· 1 6) 
At Sprl ngfleld Lanphier 
Decatur ( 1 8·9) vs.  Spr . Lanphier ( 1 6·9) 
Quincy (22·5) vs. Cham . Central ( 1 5 - 1 1 )  
At Thornrldge 
Eisenhower ( 1 1  - 1 4) vs. St. Francis de 
Sales ( 19-8) 
At York 
Gordon Tech ( 1 7·9)  vs. Weber ( 1 8·9) 
Wednesday 's games 
At East Aurora 
W . Aurora ( 1 7 · 1 0) vs. Wheaton N ( 1 9·7)  
At Rockford Auburn 
Woodstock ( 1 8· 1 O) vs. Antioch ( 1 8·9) 
At Peoria 
Peo. Manual (26- 1 )  vs. Peo. Richwoods 
(22·5)  
At Rock Island 
Rock Island (25·2)  vs . Dixon ( 1 7·8)  
At Forest View 
Elk Grove ( 1 0· 1 5) vs. Hersey ( 1 4· 1 2) 
At Wau kegan 
Deerfield ( 1 9·8)  vs. Waukegan E .  ( 1 1  · 
1 1 ) 
At East St. Louis 
Belleville W. ( 1 3 · 1 2 )  vs. Granite City ( 2 4 ·  
3 )  
At Marlon 
Benton ( 2 2 · 7 )  vs. Paris ( 1 9·7)  
At Hinsdale Centra l 
Bloom Trail (24·3) vs. Bremen ( 1 4· 1 4 ) 
At Fremd 
Lake Zurich ( 1 7· 1 0) vs. Schaumburg 
( 2 2 · 5 )  
At Romeovi lle 
IHSA 
Friday's games 
Sectional championship games at al 
start at 7:30 p.m.  
Chicago Public League sectionals 
held Saturday and Sunday. No 
have been announced. 
Hockey 
NHL 
Campbell Conference 
Norris Division 
W L 
X·CH ICAGO 33 24 
X·ST. LOUIS . 29 26 
Minnesota 
Toronto 
Detroit 
28 2 7  
1 9  37 
1 3  45 
Smythe Division 
X· Edmonton 44 1 4  6 
Calgary 32 2 5  7 
Los Angeles 20 38 6 
Vancouver 1 8  35 9 
Winnipeg 1 9  40 6 
Wales Conference 
Patrick Division 
w L T 
Phi ladelphia 4 1  1 9 4 
Washington 39 1 9 5 
NY Isles 30 23 1 0  
Pittsburgh 31 . 26 7 
NY Rangers 30 29 4 
New Jersey 20 39 3 
Adams Division 
w L T 
Montreal 35 23 6 
Quebec: 34 2 7 4 
Boston 3 1  2 7  7 
Buffalo 30 28 6 
Harlford 29 33 2 
X·clinched playoff berth 
Monday's results 
Winnipeg at Toronto 
Minnesota at Detroit 
Tuesday's games 
ST. LOUIS at Quebec 
Buffalo at Philadelphia 
New Jersey at Washington 
Montreal at NY Isles 
Pittsburgh at Calvary 
Edmonton at Vancouver 
Sunday ' s  results 
CHICAGO 6 ,  ST. LOUIS 4 
Washington 4, NY Rangers 2 
Edmonton 2. Philadelphia 1 
Calgary 5. Los Angeles 1 
Hartford 4, Boston 1 
New Jersey 6. Winnipeg 4 
we Also Deliver = 
Softdough Breadsticks & Cheese . . . . . . . .  $ 1 .  50 
Individual Salads . . . . . . . . . . . . . . � . . . . . . . . . .  $ 1 .00 
Soft Drinks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $ . 50 
The following offer , unbelievable as it may seem , is 
not just a special , but is good daily after 5 p . m .  
with Express Delivery . 
Delivery Dinner Menu Hours : 
Now Open 7 Days a Week ! !  
Sunday,Thursday , 5 p . m . '  1 1  p . m .  
Friday & Saturday , 5 p . m . '  1 2  p.m.  Hearth Baked Thick crust Pizza 
Your choice of: 
Sausage & Cheese or Pepperoni & Cheese 
. 6.95 Large 
e sma11 . . . . . . . . .  5.75 
Prices Include Tax & Delivery 
Great, oven-Hot Piz� 
Delivered Free and Fast · 
from 'Monical's. 
Call 348-7515 Or order directly from one of our Delivery Trucks. 
Prices good from Express Delivery Trucks only . 
Call,in orders $5 minimum. 
No minimum for orders_purchased directly from trucks. 
909 18th Street 
Charleston 
Tuesday, March 4 ,  1 986 
en ice hopes to u pend Teutopol is  
su per-sectiona l opener Tuesday 
Duke -stands atop 
AP poll with one 
week until NCAA 
By the Associated Press 
Duke , the top seed in this week's Atlantic Coast 
Conference tournament, remained No . 1 in the 
Associa ted Press college basketball poll Monday 
and missed being a unamimous selection by one 
vote . editor WHO: Teutopolis High School (2 9-0) vs. 
e task of  being the first to put a blemish on the 
topolis High School basketball team now 
ngs to Venice High School . 
Venice High School (2 5-5) . 
TIPOFF: 7 : 30 p . m .  in  Lantz Gym . 
TICKETS: Any remain ing tickets not 
taken up by the high schools will go on sale 
Tuesday at 3 p . m .  at the Lantz ticket office . 
Seats wi l l  be avai lable in  the north and south 
balcony sections for $3 apiece . 
The Blue Devils, 29-2 , received 62 first-place 
votes and 1 ,259 points from the nationwide panel of 
sportswriters and broadcasters. Kansas, 28-3 and 
champions of the Big Eight, received the other first­
place vote and 1 ,  195 points to hold second for the 
second consecutive week . 
enice will get that chance Tuesday night when 
two teams square off in an IHSA Class A Super­
onal matchup at Lantz Gym. Tipoff is 7 : 30 p.m. 
ranked Teutopolis, 29-0, has been · the Duke held the top spot by winning the ACC 
regular season title with a 82-74 victory over then 
No . 3 North Carolina, which dropped one spot in the 
poll . 
· re team in Class A this season. The Wooden 
, making their first super-sectional appearance 
6i years, are coming off a convincing 78-46 win 
Carmi (24-5) Friday in the Newton Sectional. 
T E U T O P O L I S  S T A R T E R S :  B o b  
Zerrusen , C ,  6-6 , Sr.  ( 1 7 ppg , 1 3  reb) ; 
Theo Hemmen , F ,  6-3 , Sr. (8 ppg) ; Ted 
Wiessing ,  F, 6-6 , Sr. ( 1 4 ppg , 9 r�b) ; Kevin 
Ruhol l ,  G ,  6-2 , Sr . ( 1 0 ppg ) ;  Todd Kroeger, 
G ,  6- 1 , Jr .  ( 1 1 ppg) 
Thus,  with one week remaining before the NCAA 
tournament . gets under way, the teams to hold the 
No. 1 ranking this season have all come from the 
ACC . Georgia Tech was No. 1 in the preseason poll 
and North Carolina began its reign with the first 
week of the regular season. 
'ce enters the contest with a 25-5 mark after 
· g of Trenton Wesclin (23-5) by a 50-45 count 
y to win the Vandalia Sectional . 
with its prestige , Teutopolis brings with it a 
front line , anchored by 'Twin Towers' Bob 
n and Ted Wiessing, both 6-6 . 
VENICE STARTERS: J udious Kizeart , C ,  
6-3 , Sr. ; Jesse Hal l ,  F,  6-2 , J r .  (26  ppg) ;  
Ed Ware , F ,  6- 1 , Sr . ( 1 8 ppg) ; Dale Turner, 
G, 5- 1 0 , Soph . ;  Vincent Harris ,  G, 5- 1 0 , Jr .  
Kentucky , 26-3 and champions of the 
Southeastern Conference, jumped from fifth to third 
with 1 ,080 points, 35 more than the Tar Heels, 26-4 , 
who held the No. 1 spot for . 13 weeks before being 
dethroned by Duke in last week's balloting. 
sen ,  an Associated Press all-state selection , 
3 1  points and hauled in 1 3  rebounds in the 
Shoes' sectional victory, while Wiessing 
ted for 18 points and 1 7  rebounds. 
're strong inside but if you give us the outside 
e've got shooters there , too, "  Teutopolis 
St .  John's, 27-4 , moved from eighth to fifth with 
938 points, 12 more than Georgia Tech, 23-5,  which 
finished between Duke and North Carolina in the 
ACC standings . , 
en Crawford said Monday. Shoes. 
any given night, everybody has to pull the 
e've had to do a little bit of everything this 
Crawford said in response to various op­
' tactics this season . 
But that will be a difficult task in itself . Teutopolis 
held its opponenents to 39 percent shooting from the 
floor this season and 45 poirits per game . Mean­
while, the Wooden Shoes are scoring 7 1  points a 
contest. 
Michigan, 25-4 and currently tied for first place 
with Indiana in the Big Ten, improved from 10th to 
seventh with 829 points after victories over 
Wisconsin and Northwestern last week . trill counter with a quick-paced, run-and­
ty offense . The Red Devils, who earlier "We feel pretty strong right now , "  Crawford said. Syracuse, 23-4 and co-champions of the Big East 
with St .  John's, fell two spots with 805 points after 
losing to the Redmen 86-79 in the showdown for the 
top spot in the conference . 
of perennial Class A power Madison , are 
state honorable mention Jesse Hall . 
"I don't think being the favorite will have any effect 
at all . If anything,  it will give us more confidence . "  
the brunt of the Venice attack, averaging 
a contest , while senior Ed Ware adds 18 
me . The Red Devils will hope to use their 
as an edge against the larger Wooden 
Teutopolis and Venice are two of the 1 6  
remaining teams in Class A fighting it out t o  advance 
to the elite eight . Tuesday's winner will move on to 
· the Assembly Hall in Champaign on Friday. 
Bradley, with 7 1 9  points, became just the second 
team this season-along with St. John's-to crack 
the Top Ten after not being ranked in the preseason. 
on retains 
spot in AP 
AA pol l i ng 
Press 
ated Chicago S im e on 
e solid No . 1 choice in the 
Press weekly basketball 
AA teams swing into 
petition. 
23-0, collected all but one 
t-place votes cast by a 
rtswriters and broad­
the Wolverines 27 1 of a 
ll points . 
challenge came from 
al. The Rams, 26- 1 ,  had 
-place vote and retained 
with 252 poll points . 
in order, were Chicago 
Westchester St. Joseph, 
tral, 26- 1 ;  Chicago Leo, 
In, 26-2 . 
ylan and Rock Island , 
respectively last week, 
s, with Rock Island 
place . 
ossmoor , 10th last 
· ated by Rich Central 
Alton was ousted by 
24-3, moved into 10th 
e Peoria Richwoods, 
o, 25-3 ; East St .  
18-6; Quincy, 22-5 ; 
24-3 , Rockton 
play will be held 
esday nights and 
will be determined 
to the 
No. 9 Bradley ousts Buffs in MVC opener 
TULSA, Okla . (AP)-Bradley ran 
its winning streak to . 2 1  games 
Monday, beating deliberate West 
Texas State 6 1-55 in the first round of 
-the Missouri Valley Conference 
postseason basketball tournament . 
The ninth-ranked Braves · struggled 
against the Buffs' patient offense, 
falling behind 4-0 before scoring eight 
straight points against a team that 
finished 1 1- 17 for the season . 
The score was tied five times and 
the lead changed five times before 
Bradley scored 1 1  of the last 13 points 
before halftime to go ahead 28-2 1 .  
"We were a little out of rhythm , out 
of sync, because of the slowness of the 
game , "  Bradley Coach Dick Versace 
said . "I think they did a very good 
job . "  
Now 30- 1 ,  Bradley advanced t o  the 
semifinals against Illinois State , which 
beat Wichita State 78-70 as senior 
guard William Anderson hit six free 
throws in the final 2 1  seconds en route 
to a career-high 30 points . 
"One thing led to another and 
you've got yourself an interesting little 
game , "  Versace said . "I give West 
Texas State the credit . "  
"We just had a hard time getting 
going . We like an up-tempo type 
game , "  Bradley guard Jim Les said. 
"There's no way we overlooked them . 
We knew better than that . "  
Center Mike Williams had 1 8  points 
and 10 rebounds for the Braves, who 
outshot West Texas State from the 
field 53 percent to 43 percent. All­
Conference guard Hersey Hawkins 
had 17 points , while Les, the MVC 
Player of the Year, added 1 4 .  
Bradley twice built 9-point leads 
early in the second half. But West 
Texas State guard Jerry Singletary had 
20 for the Buffs , who were playing 
their final game as a member of the 
MVC . They move to the NCAA 
Division II Lone Star Conference next 
season. 
Teutopolis retains No. 1 ranking in final 
Class A poll in countdown to Champaign 
By the Associated Press the first game of Saturday's semifinal by DuQuoin, 22-7 ; Winchester, 28-3 ; 
Undefeated and top-rank e d  round, since both are in the upper Venic e ,  25-5 ; Annawan, •20-9; West 
Teutopolis was the unanimous No . 1 bracket of the tournament . Frankfort, 1 8_-9 ; Roanoke-Benson, 2 1 -
choice i n  the final Associa ted Press First, they must get through 8 ,  and S t .  Anne, 20- 1 0 .  
Class A Illinois High School basketball Tuesday night's supersectionals . The balloting was · exceptionally 
poll, stamping the Wooden Shoes as Teutopolis will go against Venice in close among Venice, Annawan and 
the favorites to win the coveted the Charleston Supersectional and Warsaw. Venice had 139 poll points, 
championship this weekend . Hoopeston-East Lynn will meet Annawan 1 38 and Warsaw 136.  
Teutopolis, 29-0, was named No. 1 Roanoke-Benson in the Normal According to the poll, Winchester 
on all 1 7  ballots cast by a panel of Supersectional. will be a slight favorite over Warsaw at 
sportwrite r s  and broadcasters  Kewanee, a team which has been Macomb and Westmont will be a 8olid 
covering the state . Hoopeston-East ranked much of the season, was third favorite over St. Anne at New Lenox 
Lynn, 29- 1 , was the solid second in the final poll of the season. The in the upper bracket. 
choice . Boilermakers, 26-3, had 22 1 poll I<ewanee will be favored in the 
Teutopolis had the maximum 272 points and were well ahead of No. 4 wide-open low,er bracket. Tne 
poll points and the No . 2 Cornjerkers Ohio , 26-2, with 203 points. Boilermakers could have a tough time 
had a total of 25 1 .1 If the pollsters are Westmont, a Chicago area power against neighboring Annawan in t11e 
correct, the two teams could meet in with a 27-3 record, was fifth follow d · Suner- u.. ... ft �--==� -== � �� �� 
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Sen ior Panthers 
co.nti n ue bi nge 
in  80-70 victory 
By DOBIE HOLLAND 
Staff writer · 
SPRINGFIELD , Mo .-Even on the road, Pan­
thers Sue Hynd, Melanie Hatfield and Chris 
Aldridge seem determined to end their basketball 
· careers at Eastern with flair . 
Carrying over from Saturday's 80-56 rout of 
Northern Iowa , the senior trio led the sixth-place 
Panthers Monday to a convincing 80-70 win over 
eighth-place Gateway Conference foe Southwest 
Missouri. 
The Panthers , who led by as many as 1 5  points on 
two occasions in the second half, have now chalked 
up a 1 7- 1 0  record , 9-8 in the conferenc e .  Uie Bears 
fell to 6-20, 5- 12 in the league.  
The victory was also the third victory in  eight road 
games for Eastern . 
Hynd and Hatfield led all scorers with 2 1  points 
each . Hynd also grabbed seven boards . 
In addition, Aldridge contributed her steady 1 4  
points and a game-high nine-rebound performance.  
Freshman Lisa Tyler also chipped in 1 0  points . 
The Bears were paced by junior guard Marla 
Douglass' 20-point showing. Sophomore forivard 
Kelly Mago added 18 points to the Bears' offensive 
attack .  
Once again , the Panthers out-rebounded their 
opponents , this time by a solid 39-28 margin . 
Eastern hit 34 of 63 shots from the field for a . 540 
percentage and sank 12 of 1 6  free throws for 75 
percent. . 
The Bears only managed 32 of 70 shots outside for 
a . 457 percentage , while hitting six of seven free 
throws for an . 857 percentage . 
Eastern's leaders for next season , sophomore Ann 
Brown and junior Pat Hamilton contributed eight 
and six points respectively . 
Hamilton said she felt no pressure yet , reasoning 
the leadership role won't fall on her shoulders for 
another season . 
"They have taught me so much, especially (fellow 
guard) Melanie (Hatfield) ,"  Hamilton said . "I look to 
assume that leadership role next year and I was 
trying to a little bit of it this year . "  . · 
The Panthers led the contest from start to finish as 
they earned a 4 1 -35 halftime margin . 
The lead was cut to as little as two points at the 
start of the second half . It remained as close as five 
points, with 7 :49 left before the Panthers p.urged the 
nets, taking a 69-45 lead with 6 : 48 left . · 
Before taking to the road, Eastern coach Bobbie 
Hilke,  said these last two road games would be 
signifigant to Eastern's final standings in the league . 
"We're going to play these last two games hard,"  
Hilke said . "The season isn't over yet . "  
Eastern will conclude their season i n  Wichita, 
Kan . Wednesday to battle the fifth-place Shockers 
for that spot in the conference .  Eastern dropped 
Wichita 95-80 in those teams' last meeting in 
January.  
Southwest Missouri (70) 
Patton 2 1 ·2 5, Tyson 7 O·O 1 4 , Archambault 0 O·O 0, Stohs O 
O·O O; Mago 8 2·2 1 8 , Te!'ldai 5 1 · 1 1 1 , Zeilmann 9 2·2 20 ,  
Douglass 9 2 · 2  20,  Patton 1 .0·0 2 .  Totals 3 2 ·  70 6·1 , 70 .  
Eastern (80) 
Bonsett O O·O O, Hatfield 1 0 1 ·2 2 1 , Aldridge 5 4·4 1 4 ; Tyler 3 
4-6 1 0 , Hynd 9 3·4 2 1 , Hamilton 3 O·O 6 ,  Brown � O·O 8. Totals 
34-63 1 2· 1 6  80. 
Rebounds-Eastem 39 (Hynd 9) ,  SWMO 28 (Mago 6). 3). 
Halftime-Eastern 4 1 , SWMO 35. 
· 
Inside 
March Madness! 
I HSA Class A Super-Sectional · play begins 
Tuesday at Lantz Gym with No. 1 .  Teutopolis 
(29-0) squaring off against Venice (25-5) in  the 
opening round at 7 :30 p . m .  
see page 1 5  
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MICHAEL SITARZ I Photo editor 
Looki n '  inside 
The Panthers' Jon Collins (20)  eyes the assist 
possibilities under the basket in Saturday's final 
home stand. Eastern beat UIC 95- 70 to finish 
third in the AMCU. They open conference 
tourney play Thursday at 3: 30 p.m.  against 
Valparaiso at Southwest Missouri . 
Lady tankers fin ish 
n inth at Midwest meet 
By JOE LEWNARD 
Staff writer 
CHICAGO-Eastern's women's swim team 
finished its season with a ninth-place finish and 
several lifetime-best times at the Midwest Cham­
pionships last weekend. 
Eastern coach Ray Padovan said his team's finish 
behind winner Illinois State was as good as it could 
have been and that he was pleased with the meet . 
"It was a tough meet ,"  Padovan said . "I think we 
competed real well . "  
Padovan said h e  was happy about his team's finish 
in the meet, but that wasn't what was on his mind . 
"Our place wasn't what made it a good meet, it 
was the fact that we had a lot of good swims, "  
Padovan said. "We knew w e  weren't going to beat 
any of the top teams . "  
Padovan added that h e  thought 80 percent o f  his 
team's swims were excellent. 
Connie Wieck had lifetime-best times in the 500 
and the 1 ,650-yard freestyles .  She broke her 
previous best time in the 1 , 650 which she set at the 
conference meet at Illinois State . 
Freshman Carolyn Guditis had lifetime-bests in 
both the 1 00 and 200-yard freestyles,  finishing with a 
time of 5 6 . 5  in the 1 00  and and 2 : 02 . 5  in the 200. 
Guditis said she was pleased with her performance 
in the meet and that she felt it was the best meet of 
the season . 
"My times dropped from a 2 :07 in the last meet to 
a 2 :02 , "  Guditis said . "Ray's (Padovan) taper was the 
greatest and it really helped my times."  
Padovan said some of  the swimmers didn't per­
form as well as · he expected them to in the meet 
because of the flu outbreak on the team last month . 
"A couple people had so-so swims because they 
hadn't fully recovered.  Just about everybody had 
some good swims though,"  Padovan said. 
What's Happening ? 
Catch up on the latest NBA, NHL and other 
sports standings, statistics and tournament 
pairings in the scoreboard . 
see page 1 4  
Sportscene: 
Dan Verdu 
Difficult AMCU 
tourney defense 
awaits Panthers 
Following its 95-70 Senior Night trouncing 
Illinois-Chicago , the mood in the Eastern loc 
room was one of restored confidence-somet · 
definitely needed heading into the AM 
Tournament . 
The runaway victory seemed to be just what 
Panthers ordered. The win not only gave East 
sole possession of third place,  but also provided 
Panthers momentum needed for the post-sea 
conference tournament at Springfield , Mo . 
Eastern won't require much added momentum i 
its opening round game Thursday afternoon agai 
sixth-place Valparaiso . 
The Crusaders have twice knocked off 
Panthers this season in conference shockers . Is 
No . 3 waiting in the wings? 
"Us playing Valparaiso? Hey, you're talkin' a 
vengeance , "  quipped 7-foot c_enter Kevin Due 
worth following his 3 1 -point, 1 2-rebound gr 
finale against Illinois-Chicago . 
"There's no way in the world the team is going 
beat us three times in one year, "  Duckworth added 
Even soft-spoken Jon Collins , who prefers to 
his baseline jumper do his talking, mentioned 
impact of Saturday's blowout . 
"Everybody should be more loose now going i 
it (tournament) , "  Collins said . "We know we 
play with anybody in our conference . We'll just go 
there and try to take it again . "  
The "again" Collins made reference t o  was 
Panthers' emotionally-driven charge to the AMCU 
Tournament title last March-all the more rea 
for Eastern to have high hopes come Thursday . 
And although taking his usual low-key approac 
Eastern coach Rick Samuels also had his faith in 
team refurbished . 
"I think it's exactly what we needed right now 
Samuels said : 
But,  the always-cautious Samuels was quick 
point out the Panthers won't duplicate last ye 
AMCU-8 Tournament performance by simply lac· 
up their high-tops and stepping on the court . 
"The key is that we have to play up 
potential ,"  Samuels said . 
Ah , potential . In all probability , the team 
wins it all will have to play to its peak performance 
For Eastern that means playing the role of 
team that tipped Southwest Missouri 68-67 in 
, hostile Hammons Student Center,  site of this ye 
tourney. 
It means performing like the team that pla 
league champion Cleveland State down to the 
on its home court j ust one week ago . 
That's exactly the way the Panthers played 
season to wrestle the conference crown away fr 
the other contenders . 
But,  capturing this year's tourney will be ev 
tougher.  , · 
Should Eastern gain its revenge on Valparaiso 
its opener, the Panthers would then in all probab" 
play host to Southwest Missouri . As for beating 
Bears' slow down offense twice in the same seaso 
a packed Hammons Student Center, well that oc 
about as often as Bob Uecker takes out a 
Panther. 
And if Eastern has the fortune to gain a c 
pionsltlp-game berth, the Panthers will proba 
have · the misfortune of playing Cleveland Stat 
team The Sporting News has already pegged f 
NCAA Tournament bid. 
But Eastern isn't about to back away from 
challenge . . 
"H we keep going like this it's up for grabs just 
last year," Duckworth said. 
